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Fulton, Kentucky, Friday, June 10, 1949

Scout Parade Provides Giant Spectacle

iteadd-Pfteak

Clubhouse For Country Club
Takes Shape; Meeting Tonite

When the folks of Fulton get together at the Country Club tonight for the opening meeting of the year, there will be good fellowship, free drinks, a picnic lunch brought along by the guests ...
•••••••••••••••44..e........+4.4.4.4.4.
and maybe a chigger or two. Ostensibly it will be a picnic, and
Fulton County has sold 78 per sure enough it will be, but underneath the lunch cloth and in the
The News staff has added two
be one factor alone ...
cent of its goal of $75,000 in the minds of each of those assembled there will
.new staff members this week.
build a fine clubhouse, or just have a clubhouse . . . period.
Opportunity Bond Drive now go- to The subject of
One is Otha Linton, who needs
a desire in the minds
been
has
long
a
clubhouse
ing on, the Treasury Department
no introduction to local newscountry club officials and particularly has it been a pet projreported today. A total of $58-, ect of Joe Hall, enthusiastic sportsman and mainstay of the Fulton
paper readers. Otha will handle
625 in bonds has been sold.
Country Club.
sports for the News. The other
Everybody knows a clubhouse is needed. That isn't the problem.
The figure represents bonds
member is what could easily be
The problem is getting one.
sold through May 28,
called the all-American boy, and
Yesterday the News editor did.
a printer's devil of the first wata little scouting around and a bers to the use of the clubhonse
er. He is Jerry Speight, 14-yearlittle long distance calling. too. and other facilities sucn as the
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Barney
In discussing the matter with sev- golf links and the swimming
Speight. Jerry is four feet, seven
has
eral local businessmen and pres- pool. This information W3S given
inches tall but his height
idents of country clubs in May- to the News by P. H. Laughlirs,
nothing to do with his energy.
pressfield and Union City facts were president of the club and viceHe sweeps, cleans up the
To The Voters of Fulton Comity: learned that could easily bring
president and general manager
es, runs errands, and is even
my
I am today announcing
about the building of a clubhouse of the Curlee Clothing Company.
learning to type.
Sherof
candidacy for the office
here by next Spring.
In Union City the club operates
Crowning feature so far of his
iff of Fulton County, subject to
a new $50,000 on a different basis since the
Mayfield
In
employment here was the day he
Democratic
the
of
action
the
just been clubhouse is leased from the
asked for a pencil, because he
Primary on Saturday, August 6. country clubhouse has
The county. Three types of membersaid, he needed one in his busiI 1A:as born and reared in Ful- opened to the members.
by a bond ships are available to the memness. We gave him the pencil and
ton County, graduated from Syl- project was financed
totalling bers. They are: Charter life at
he promptly put it on his ear,
van Shade High School in 1930, issue to the members
Additional fpnds $100 with club dues payable aneditor-fashion, and sat down
attended one year Agricultural nearly $30,000.
from money de- nually; resident annual at $74.40
folding circulars. The copy penCollege in Tiften, Georgia and were available
when tne and non-resident annual at $64.20
cil measures nearly as large as
since have been engaged in farm- rived from insurance
and from dues per year. Dr. Blanton, club presihis head, but he just had to have
ing near Hickman. In 1941, I clubhouse burned
several years dent told the News that part of
it, he said, because 1,vhen he ran
married the former Miss Esther over a period of
bit.of
during the interm when there the amount paid in dues is set aCrutchfield.
errands folks wanted him to TOP:The World, and Boy Scouts of all Nations that comprise it, is depicted in this colorful
of
Byrd
Killebrew's first-prize
The. bona is- side as a capital fund for grounds
sign his name.
I will try to see each and ev- was no clubhouse.
the June 2 parade, shown moving down Fulton's Lake Street; LOWER: v thousands from all
sue is spread over a period of 17 improvement and that last year
and evening spectacle dre
Better keep the signature as float, showing a wedding scene in a raden. Parade (Copies of this and other parade photoes avail- ery voter of Fulton County, but
cent interest per the operation of the clubhouse
Area and Northwestern Tennessee.
due to the fact that I am farm- years at 4 per
an "original," folks. because that over Purchase
The showed a substantial profit.
able at Denny's Studio, Fulton.)
ing and it is a rather busy sea- annum tc the bondholders.
boy is going places. You just
of apFrom Joe Hall the News learnson, I hone that any of you will club has a membership
watch and see.
members. The ed that the Dyersburg Club siminot feel slighted if I do not con- proximately 125
majority of the memberships are larly operated at a handso.me net
tact you before August 6.
(meaning profit last year.
In the Army they call 'em "laIf I am elected, I will serve equity memberships
its
Navy
the
In
loved
clubhouse at
rumors."
trine
1-•
Fred Brady, Jr. came home this morning, His
Operation of a country club
the public to the best of my shareholders in the
folks
the
with
but
"scuttlebutt,"
$250 per membership). Dues are should be done on a strictly busknowledge and ability.
more than five years for his rewaited
have
who
family
ones
Central
me-nIllinois
the
In the
iness basis, both club presidents
Your vote and influence will $60 per year, entitling
buddies
they call any wild rumors "news
turn were at the station to meet him. Many of his
told the News. They further ofbe appreciated.
"
committee
house
sand
the
in
him
from
fered to visit Fulton to assifft
J. T. (Turney) DAVIE
who played with him and trained and fought with
in
certainly
WaS
committee
The
-Pol. Adv.
with any plans and invited local
the armed services were there to meet him, too.
high gear early this week when
members to investigate the operrumor was flying that Fulton
ation of their clubhouse.
But it was not a care-free and battle-weary Fred, Jr.
Young Debutantes Visit
would be made a communication);
In the offing is a plan to sewho
who came home this ,morning, but an honored hero
center for the railroad and that
Camp at Natchez Trace The News is authorized to an- cure 125 equity memberships at
and
dad
and
several of the district offices in
mother
his
that
has paid the greatest sacrifice
each. This would bring in
A group of high school girls nounce the candidacy of Herman $100
oaducah were being moved to
in
$12,500, which would enable the
brother and all of his friends and relatives might live
and boys have returned filer L. Caddie for the office of CounFulton.
to pay off an old iridebtedseveral days spent at Natchez ty Court Clerk of Fulton County, club
peace.
Checking the story with none
Mrs. subject to the action of the ness of $2800 and still have on
trip.
camping
a
on
superinTrace
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Bill
than
other
h=f1 a substantial amount with
It is with the deepest regret that we did not know
Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Bertis Democratic Primary, August 6,
tendent of the division, he said,
—ot tgt gat. a clubhouse started.
t
Pigue, Mrs. Harry Murphy and 1949.
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Mr.
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shared
we
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things railroad in Fulton are
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first mortgage on the propert3S.
Miss Nancy Wilson, Billy Brown- Wholesale Grocery, where he has
to the contrary.
his letters and saw so many of the little thoughtful gesThe News is herewith printing
ing; Miss Cissy Murphy, Glenn worked for the past several years
a pledge card to hand to the oftures he made to those at home who prayed and longed for
Roberts; Miss Carmen Pigue, as a salesman for the company.
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Bob
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pects for natural gas for Fulton. states that he will make an effort
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household the other day. It was of Fulton, was killed in action
of
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Johnson,
worth and Ward
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William Ernest Bell, engine
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Whitnel Funeral home.
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l'HE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Westpheling

1 Political Announcements

[STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeaffers

EDITCHS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the following, subject to the action of
the Democratic Primary to be
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949:

OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by advertising department.

For State Representative

Subscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $1.b0 a year. Elsewhere $2.50 a year.

Harvey Pewitt

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933 at the post office at
Fulton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3, 1879.

For County Judge
Homer Roberts
Dee L. McNeill

There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

•- h

Licenses For Peddlers
To be, or not to be .. . that is the question .. . of the
$50 peddler's license in Fulton.
Whether 'tis better to have local "peddling'' firms Pay
the $50 and keep out competition that won't . . or suffer

111ia

the whole town to be thrown wide-open, license-free to
all comers, is the thorny question confronting the City

I 11,->
-

Council at this time.
You can't tax the out-of-towners and let the local competitors go free, the law in its present form, says. It's got to
be the same for everybody. The 1935 ordinance now on the
books requires almost all peddlers except farmers who
produce their own stuff to pay up, although the law has, in
the past, been loosely interpreted. (For a closer scrutiny of
the law, wehecotru-nend a trip to the city attorney).
In its meeting last Monday night, the City council
heard the law interpreted as a "protective measure for local
firms," which means, as far as we can see, that if the local
firms concerned do not want to pay the $50, they do not
want the ordinance, and same should be repealed. This
sentiment was expressed by a local soft drink bottler who
appeared before the council, and he stated that at least one
other shared his view.
He has a point. As a local firm, he contributes his share
of city revenue and cannot see why he should give more
than his share in the form of an additional tax that many
other local firms are not required to pay.
If the "peddling" ordinance is a protective one, and a
sttrvey reveals that the firms concerned do not want it and
its "protection," we submit that it ought to be repealed.

Os hhhhillfi

Aver

Nero

it.
The Mayor has appointed a committee from the council
composed of Bill Browning, Don Hill and :Mansfield Martin
to do a little local survey work. The ears of the committee
are now open.

The cenfts-Taker Is Coming
How large is Fulton?
It is as large as the U. S. Census says it is.
The census, we are advised, does not concern itself with
'greater Fulton," and establishes as its published figure the
number of heads within the corporate limits orily.
Fulton, therefore, will certainly not get credit for harboring all of the people that it does in its area with its
present city limits . .. and we were glad to see this observation made at the City Council meeting last Monday. Perhaps something will come of it.
We believe that the city limits of Fulton need to be extended in all three directions, for many reasons, a few of
the more important being:
1. Home construction needs growing room and additional facilities out to suburban areas.
2. The city needs to have a figure closer to its true size
mirrored on the Kentucky map for the next ten years.
3.

While its neighbors will all show healthy increases in population after next year's tabulation, Fulton
will
not, unless it does something. Such comparisons, (however
untrue) will look pretty bad to industry looking for
new
locations, to business looking for new outlets, etc.
4. Should the city go into the natural gas
distribution
business, it would have a greater area to serve;
ditto for
the electrical system.

Another Job Well Done
Sometimes there are things that can go without
saying.
That the Boy Scout Circus held here last Thursday
was a
very fine exhibition of hard work, coordination
and cooperation hardly needs to be said. But just for the
record
and to express our appreciation to the rsen and
women who
made such a tremendous undertaking possible
we are recording the parade and circus of last week in
our department of things well done.
Early this week we saw Louis Weaks mowing
his lawn.
Elbert Johns has written us a letter of thanks
for our humble efforts and others on the committee who staged
the circus are up and about, so apparently they have
completely
recovered from an almost superhuman task
of caring for,
instructing and playing hosts to 1500 boys,
the vitality,
energy and activtiy of which there is nothing
whicher.
The Boy Scout Circus has been in the making
since the
early part of the year. The final result showed
hours and
hours of painsjaking planning that must have been
a source
of great satisfactio to Louis Weeks, et al.
Congratulati

s to'all of you.
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J. B. Manley.
Mrs. Charles Len
Mrs. Jim Lowe
day afternoon.
Mrs. Alton Sn

That old truss with harness of leather,
elastic, straps, belts.
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
greatest discovery for rupture — Lasts Indefinitely — Always
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight

THROW AWAY

•

408 Lake Street
Phones 70-428

It's a Pleasure To Say
',Just Five Cents'

For Magistrate
District No. 2
Cly€ie uo-rum
H. R. Sublett, Sr.

ali/h?

"Come back, Profeseor--it was only mar';

Letters To The Editors
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Paul and Johanna:
Very humbly but with much
sincerity please allow me to say
"Thanlc You" for the valuable
assistance and very fine spirit of
cooperation shown toward the
production of the Biy Scout Circus.
It will interest you to know
that we are receiving evry day
more and more fine compliments
on the show.
Very sincerely yours,
ELBERT JOHNS,
Field Scout Executive

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
STATE OF DLL1NOIS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Fulton News
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Paul:
Enclosed find renewal for the
News. Would still like to hear
from any of My comrades from
Fulton who served in France in
1918 with me in the 550 MTC.
Please feel free to visit me
here in Springfield at any time.
Respectfully,
REP. DELBERT O. SHADE
38th Senatorial Distric
Roodhouse, Ill.

If it's revenue measure, that's something else.
If local firms feel that they are entitled to some kind
of protection from outsiders, we suggest a check-up on
similar acts in our neighboring towns to see how they handle

RUPTURE
CITY DRUG CO

For Sheriff
Leland Jewell
Myatt 'Mike" Johnson
Roy Nethery
Red Garrison
Irby Hammond

Friday Juni

TIDBITS OF KENTUCKY FOLKLORE

For tounty Attorney

James H. Amberg
For Jailer
Harry Poynor
Frank Mooney
Earl Tibbs

KY. C

For Tax Assessor
Elmer Murchison
Harry L. White

It's Still Is
To Plant U
fied Seed C

For County Court Clerk
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
Hazel Bradley
Herman L. Gaddie

Still A Fei
Hand F01
Delivery.

CHAS. W. BURROW

See
Local

REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

FEARFUL OF CHANGE
public school. Some people whon
Ask for it either way ...both
I have known have frankly said Office
trade-marks mean the same thing.
The opposition to newer ways
Over
City
National
Bank
that they did not believe that
of living that I have met in my
Phone 61
the ordinary person should know
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
life ha soften amused me. somemore than how to read and write, FARM
times irritated me, and, in a few
AND
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
CITY
PROPERTY
for education would make him
instances, pleased me. Change
LIST OR BUY WITH
bigoted and useless. Others have
US!
C 1949, TA* Coco•Codo CRAW.?
has been so rapid and so overstressed the great expense of edv.dielming that it is only natural
ucating the rabble and have oftthat it should have met opposien delayed education in many
11111 ;1,1„1, i 111;1,1
tion. Just about every custom
places, remote and otherwise.
that I knew when I was a boy
Just recently; 1. visited a communat Fibelity has changed. I was
ity that has very reluntantly esglad to see many of them distablished a high school, long aftappear, but it is still a source of
er most other places like it had
sadness to record others in their
been enjoying good high schools
passing.
for twenty years or more. The
Here are some of the things coming of a good road to that
• •
that created much opposition in community has done much to get
my part of the world. When the people away to other places,
screens came in, back in the ear- where they could compare schools
ly part of this century, many and people. Gradually that idea
people of the best families re- of having a good school in the
fused to have them and offered remote place has taken hold.
many elaborate excuses; screens When I first planned to enter the
made the house too hot, they college where I have taught tor
were not in the Bible, and if the so long, well-meaning
people,
Lord had wanted screens, He who had never seen a college in
Has Purchased the Interest of MAC BURROW in the
would have made them. The tele- their lives, warned me of the
phone created a furor
among evils of public schools. The colsome of the people I knew. It lege itself was picked out as a
was useless, it helped scatter nefarious example of everything
gossip, it increased the danger bad, even though my well-meanfrom lightning because of the ing adviser had not been within
wires strung along the roads, a hundred miles of it. I fear that
and it even blighted, by these he gave me up as a lost soul
same wires, the crops along the when I persisted in going on with
line. Most people soon left off my plans; I suppose that he later
their opposition to the telephone .must have relented slightly.when
but some die-hards would not he sent his daughter to Western.
give in. If Grandpap had got a- But all this happened in a few
long without telephones, then years and shows how people had
Mr. Rushton will be at the Store all
and invites all his
why couldn't Grandson? But the to change their minds as edt.cation
opposition to the automobile
developed. Not all opposition to
friends and patrons to come by and visit him.
the fiercest of all and the doolnF,a good things is dead, but it seems
to failure. it seems. If all the.dn- much easter .now to get things
gerous things said about the•au- doiTe than it was forty years ago.
He will continue to operate Rushton's Cafe located
tomobile had come true. - Were
would not be a one of us alive
ROCK SPRINGS
at 125 E. State Line.
today to enjoy the invention.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph and Mrs.
Crime was sure to increase because of the quickness of the get- Deanie Brown were v.-eekend
away. I suspect that the people visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Arnie;
Brown and family.
who believed this most still pl.
...-.
Miss Rachel Hardison spent
tured chasing the new contrapTuesday
GENERAL ELECTRIC — MOTOROLA
afternoon with Mrs. Eltion
horseback, or, maybe, on
foot. Die-hards again held on to la Veatch.
Barbara Turner and Beverly ,
AND STEWART-WARNER RADIOS
their old ways and were soon
pushed into the gutters with their Elliott visited Martha Kay Cope-;
rubber-tirn buggies. It is hard- len.
Kirk Prince spent a few days;
ly safe now for a horse-drawn
ICELVINATOR APPLIANCES
vehicle to venture on some of our this week visiting relatives in
Paducah.
main roads. But when auto.mobiles
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Waldrop and
were new, the horse-drawn veB. F. GOODRICH TIRES AND TUBES
hicles very reluctantly turned a- children, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Nance!
side to let the roaring monster spent Sunday with Mrs. Allie
have even half the road. I have Newton.
ALL KINDS OF RADIO REPAIR
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Lee spent
ridden in cars that were stoned
Sunday with Mrs. Lorene Howell
by farm boys, who resented the
coming of the new way of travel. and Thomas.
Headquarters for Your Fishing Needs
Of course, much of this opposition was plain envy, but I suspect that some of it was an ancFairbanks-Morse
ient sort of hatred that resents "A Name lorth Remembering"
RODS — REELS — BAITS
anything new.
The oppositich to mechanical
Water Systems
inventions was and is mild in
SOFTENERS
WATER
•
comparison with the opposition
to changes in education and poli- • WELL DRILLING
tics and other human customs. •
REPAIRING
As a school man I have watched
the rise of the great public high
H. E. GRIGGS
205 Conunercial Ave.
school system. against an opposiPhone 401
tion that would have daunted any
Phone 1199-R--Fulton Hiway
ordinary movement. Just about
Union City, Tenn.
every evil was attributed to the
11', 11,11;',1111 11i1;11
11111111;1,111,1111,
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tnekians who •
totgla.eye for a
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HUGH RUSHTON

Yes, and be4
In. Kent

City Electric and Tire Co.
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Friday, June 10, 1949
PIERCE STATION
birthday
Those enjoying a
dinner with Calvin Evans Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Graddy, Mr. and Mrs. Linnie
Burcham, and family, Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Burcham and family,
Bernard Evans family of Jordon,
of
family
Wilson Evans, and
Crutchfield, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
D. Davis and family of near
Palestine, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Evans of Fulton and Mr. and
Mrs. Holman Evans of near Fulton.
Mrs. Mett Beach from E. Prairie
Mo., has returned to her home
after a two weeks visit with her
neice, Mrs. Kelly French.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham of
Paducah is spending several
days vvith her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mrs. Christine Pierce attended
the wedding of Miss Ann Averitt Roper and Gerald Roper which
was solemnized at Chapel Hill
Church Saturday morning.
Mrs. DeWitt Matthews spent a
few days of last week in Metropolis, Ill., as the guest of Mrs.
J. B. Monley.
Mrs. Charles Lowe visited with
Mrs. Jim Lowe in Fulton Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Alton Smithson, Mrs.

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
Jack Lowe and Jane and Mrs.
William L'arl Long and David
spent Thursday in Paducah visiting Mrs. Wallace Cunningham.
Mrs. Leon Boulton spent Saturday in Bradford, Tenn., with
her father, John Arnold, who
was celebrating his 87th birthday. Mr. Arnold catne home with
her for a visit.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"God the Preserver of Man" is
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon which will be read in all
churches
Science
Christian
throughout the world on Sunday, June 12, 1949.
The Golden Text is: "The eternal God is thy refuge, and underneath are the everlasting arms."
(Deut. 33:27).
which
Among the citations
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"The Lord shall preserve thy
going out and thy coming in
from this tiine forth, and even
for evermore."_ (Ps. 121:8).
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Furst
and children, Susie and Steve of
Carbondale, Ill., were Sunday
guests of her grandmother, Mrs.
B. J. Williams and other relatives.

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

HYBRID CORN
It's Still Not Too Late
To Plant U. S. 13 Certified Seed Corn.
Sti// A Few Bushels On
Hand For Immediate
Delirery.
See Your
Local Dealer

Chas.E.Wright Rt. 1, Fulton,Ky.
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KENTUCKY'S

TRADITIONS

Checkers
Vou'll find them in the
' country store ... in homes
a
... in exclusive clubs ... these
Intent checker-playing Kentuckians who watch with
eagle-eye for a chance to
double jump an opponent. As
cagy aa Kentucky wildlife,
they're out to win ... and
win or lose they're doing their
part to keep alive a great

Yoe, and boor is a tradition
in Kontacky, tool
Like checkers, BEER BELONGS in
Kintutiiy, Almost since the first
band-made checker board was first
set up on a Kentuc_ky stump,
Kentudcians have enjoyed beer, the
beverage of moderation.
Copyrigbt 1949, Kentucky Division, U. S. Brewers Foundation
4•••
1,

••••=e
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ARMY WORMS LIVE
E1GHT-WEEK CYCLE

Page 3

a community-program motion
picture show.
The purpose of the program
was to stimulate interest in civic progress. And it was so successful that civic leaders are already planning a similar program for 1950.

Our last week's story on the
current pasture and crop killer,
the army worm, had several
statements regarding the life and
The Harrison County Recreahabits of this creature which
tion Board'says that in the nine
have been pointed out to us as
Bowling Green's Community months ending in February, it
being incorrect, and we wish,
attracted 32,154 spectators and
therefore, to set the story straight Week was a whopper.
Started on a Sunday, and all players. Cash receipts were $5,herewith:
In the first place, the whole the city's preacher spoke about 645, which covered expenses and
cycle of moth-to-worm-to-pupa- the church's responsibility to the left about $60 in the treasury.
to moth consumes only around community.
Clay recently celebrated a
Organizations participating ineight weeks, and not six months
Kiwanis, week by conducting a blitz aor more, as our last-week's ag- cluded the Rotary,
Homemakers Clubs, Boy Scouts, gainst rubbish and unsightly or
ricultural informant stated.
The-time for full growth of the Western State College Trade unsanitary objects, and accordthe
city ing to the Clay Tribune's editors,
caterpillars runs to around four I School, the R.E.A.,
weeks, instead of ten days . . .!schools, League of Women of Ted Stanton, Sr., and Ted, Junwhich means that young worms!Foreign Wars, Junior Cliamber ior., the town is so clean now
will be around awhile longer; if!of Commerce. About forty wom- that you couldn't find a tin can
there are some of there"' just en's organizations participated— in an alley or an old cardboard
that too many to list in my limited box in a back yard.
Further,
now hatching.
means strenuous poisoning mea- space.
Providence
If sebree and
Charging a penny fee for vot- haven't had cleanup weeks this
sures must be taken against
young worms to prevent their ing for the community mother of season, their civic leaders have
the year, the Business and Pro- been dozing. The rivalry bespreading to other fields.
fessional Women raised $600 for
counThe complete cycle, and ap- the Bowling Green Youth Cen- tween the three Webster
ty towns is not just keen. It is
proximate time of each stage: ter.
like a fresh safety razor blade.
EGG: laid at night by moth
The Committee for Kentucky
and deposited in masses or rows
was represented by Executive
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Russell
on grains and grasses; eggs hatch
Director Maurice D. Bement, Mr. deft Friday for New York City
out in from 8 to 10 days to beand Mrs. James W. Armstrong. after a visit to his sister, Mrs.
come worms.
The third Armstrong, Bill put on NI. I. Boulton and Mr. Boulton.
WORM: Very small when first
hatched; as it grows and feeds, it
splits and sheds several succesto'
sive skins. Time required
attain full growth is from 3 to
4 weeks, and the worm becomes
1 1-2 to 2 inches long.
Skyrider and Peters Diamond Brand
PUPA: When full grown, the
worm usually burrows beneath
the surface of the soil, sheds its
skin, takes no food and forms a
smooth, tough skin covering about the size of a date seed. The
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Bulletion No. 731 states that "if the
soil in which the pupae are rest
ing be lightly cultivated during
this time and the pupae thrown
to the surface, most of them will
be killed by exposure to the
weather, crushed by cultivating
implements or eaten during the
day by birds or at night by
skunks, which consume great
quantities of this food."
MOTH (parent) STAGE: In 14
to 20 days the pupae emerge
from the ground as moths, and
are soon ready to mate and go
through the cycle again. According the "Destructive and Useful
Insects," there are from two to
three generations a year, with
the larvae of the first generation doing the most damage. The
larvae of the last generation are
August or
abundant in late
September.
The U.S.D.A. Bulletin states
that "the moths seldom or never
lay their eggs near the spot
where they have developed and
frequently fly for many miles
before doing so . . . thus there
are seldom two successive outbreaks in any given locality."

BOYS SHOES-SLIPPERS
4.75-5.95

Bundle up your linens, then call us. Our prompt,
efficient service will call for—wash and iron your
laundry to perfection—and return it to you snowy
white. Call 14 today.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton,Ky.

YOUR
ONE-TRIP
PLUMBER
We Sell Fixtures
We Install Them
We Service Them

SIZES

I to 6

FORRESTER SHOE SHOP
204 Main St.

P. T. JONES & SON
PLUMBING — HEATING — COAL
EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 702

Fulton

F

1/040ifidi
FATHER S DAY
SUNDAY
JUNE 19th

Academy Examinations
To Be Held On July 11
An examination will be given '
by the Civil Service Commission
on July 11, 1949, to boys who!
desire to compete in the exam- ,
appointment to!
ination for
the U.S. Military Academy and,
the U. S. Naval Academy for
entrance July 1, 1950, Noble J..
Gregory Congressman announced today. The Military Academy
appointee must be not less '
than 17 years of age nor more
than 22 on entrance date; for ;
the Naval Acadenly, 'not less
than 17 years of age nor more
than 21 on April 1, 1950.
1
interested ,
is
Anyone who
should communicate with Mr.,
Gregory in order to arrange for
examination papers to be sent
to the proper points in time for ,
the examination.

Lrrnx OFFERS THESE
PRACTICAL GIFT SUGGESTIONS
WEMBLEY, BOTANY TIES in colorful patterns
$1 and $1.50
Dad will like
PIONEER & SWANK LEATHER BILLFOLDS
$2.50 to $8
in the popular styles

RUPTURE

THE SENSIBLE, MODERN WAY
TO KEEP CLOTHES CLEAN

LENNOX

Expert Coming
TO UNION CITY AND
MAYFIELD AGAIN
GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis will personally demostrate his method without
charge at the Davy Crockett
Friday,
Hotel, Union City,
June 10th from 2 p.m. to 6
p.m. and at the Hall Hotel,
Mayfield, Thursday, June 16th
from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Mr. Howe says the Howe
method contracts the openings
in remarkably short time on
the average case, regardless of
the size or location of the rupture, and no matter how much
you lift or strain, and puts you
back to work the same day as
efficient as before you were
ruptured.
The Howe Rupture Shield
has no leg strap; waterproof,
indepractically
sanitary,
structible, and can be worn
while bathing. Each shield is
skillfully molded and fitted to
the parts under heat which
gives a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures
following operations especially solicited.
Do not overlook this opportunity if you want gratifying results. Mailing address
P.O. Box 5233 E. Michigan St.
Station. Indianapolis 1, Ind.

Catalina boxer style SWIM TRUNKS $3.50 to $5.50
Smart PIONEER BELTS & SUSPENDERS
$1.50 to $2.50
Give Dad a new PEDIGREE STRAW HAT $3 to $3
Could Dad use a new ARROW or ENRO SHIRT?
$2.50 to $4.25
How about some good INTERWOVEN or JERKS
55c to 75e
SOX

LITTLE
CLOTHING CO.
414 Lake St.

Fulton

He'll appreciate a cool COURTLEIGH SUMMER
$4.50 to 511
ROBE
r*"
Enro PAJAMAS are always welcome! $3.50 to $5.50
So are SPORTSMAN MEN'S TOILETRIES
$1.50 to $7.75
Also SWANK CRAVATTE CHAINS and other
$/ to $5
SWANK JEWELRY
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Danny Baird has arrived home I Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Alexander
to spend his summer vacation are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones and family in LexHorton Baird.
I ington.

PALESTINE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.
Mrs. Robert Thompson and
daughter, Rita left Friday for
Danville to attend the wedding
of her brother, Monday.
\Several of this community attended the funeral of Mrs. Rube
Motherall at Byrns Funeral Home
Monday afternoon in Mayfield.
Interment was there. She was a
sister of C. B. Caldwell.

BANNAN PROPOSAL
SOCIALISTIC-ALLEN

Friday, June 10, 1949

BEELERTON
Mrs W. E. MeMorries
Mr. ana Mrs. Winfred MeMorries and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Cook Friday evening.
Mrs. Ginnie Gardner is better
at this writing.
Mrs. Arthur Fite, Jr.,
sti,d
daughter are visiting her parents, in South Carolina.
Mrs. Hubert Kirby is lots better at this writing. She was dismissed from the hospital last
Monday.

Letters, resolutions 01' telegrams from 111 county Farm
Bureaus to legislators in Washington, were urged by the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation,
to explain to the lawmakers how
STANDARD OIL products
the county Farm Bureaus feel in
regard to the Brannan Proposal,
ATLAS tires
J. E. Stanford, Farm Bureau exGreasing — Washing
Mrs, Carlene Stokes and cliil- ecutive secretary, announced.
Substantiating the position of
dren will leave Wednesday for
the Kentucky Farm Bureau FedMr. and Mrs. G. A. Underwood,
Jackson, Miss., on a vacation.
C Let us clean your radiator with
eration on its stand on the Bran- Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Stephens
Mrs. Odie Leigh of Reeves,
our NE1V, amazing process.
nan Proposal, President Lewis F. z,nd daughter. 14Irs. Dell
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Butch
McAllen and Stanford posted a let- Morries were Wednesday
night
of Birmingham, Ala., visited Mr.
ter recently to the county Farm supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Hillman Collier MonBureau presidents in Kentucky. Winfred MelMorries and son.
day.
"In our candid opinion," the I Mrs. Bennie Clifton visited
Dukedom highway
Mrs
Mrs. Bertha Nugent and son, letter stated, "we feel that
Phone 68
the Htibert Kirby Thursday afterDavid attended the dedication of agricultural program
submitted noon.
Methodist parsonage in Hick- to Congress by Secreta
ry Bran-)
man Sunday.
',4'.1.142,1•20.W.W.01)0 1.01)4012.1242442411.A.Q41.1
nan iS contrary to the best in— Mrs. Harry Stubblefield an,l
....
terests
of
agricul
ture as it will son from Childressburg, Ala., are
Lecyis Browder of Chicago is
visiting
spending two weeks vacation regiment production to a point McMorr Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
ies
few
.with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. where it destroys free enterprise. days. Mrs. and son for
Stubblefield is a sisSocialistic and would maEthel Browder. He underwent a It is
•
ter
of Mrs. McMorries.
own
e rapt
tonsilectomy at Fulton Hospital term y s ow
Hubert Kirby suffered a heart
strides now being made in ecoMonday.
attack
Monday. He was carried
nomica
The W.S.C.S. will meet Wed- ductionl and efficient farm pro- , to Jones Hospital.
."
nesday afternoon with Mrs. Gus' Mrs. Della McMorries is visitsie Browder.
Ed Thompson has returned
WATER VALLEY ! ing Mr, and Mrs. A..W. Fite.
I Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Mchome from a visit with his dauMrs. V. M. Arnett, Cor.
1
Morries and son visited Mr. and
ghter, Mrs. Harris Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs P. L. Pillow have Mrs. Albert Darnell at Gleaso
and family in Cleveland, Ohio.
n1
iroturned home after a weeks Sunday.
visit with their son, Ward Pillow
I
FULTON ROUTE 3 and family in Dallas, Texas.
Those who had supper with
. Mr.
and
Mrs. Winfred McNorrts
Mrs. Ella M. Copp of Memphis
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Coffman
and Margarett were at 6ilberts- has been visiting her sister, Mrs. and Eugene Saturday night were I
Mr.
and
Mrs. Guy Brown, Mr,
W. R. Craddock.
ville Dam Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle visit- and Mrs. L. A. Tuck and Ralph
L. .1_ Williams visited Mrs. ed Rev. and
Mrs. L. B. Council Tuck, Mrs. J. H Vaughn, Mrs.
Betty Williams Sunday after- and boys
at Ridgley, Tenn., Sun- Bettie Jo Vaughn. The occasion
noon.
, was Mrs. George Gardner's and
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs J. D. Bennett and Mrs. Winfred MeMorries' birthThe twins of Charles Stewart
have been real sick for the past Bentia are yiiiting relatives in days.
few days and are in the Fulton Akron, Ohio.
Les
Le Valley has returned to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Buster Bradley
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard are had for their guests her parents, his home in Winter Haven, Fla.,
the proud parents of a 6 1-2 Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hayden of after being the guest of Miss
Marilee Beadles at the home of
St. Louis.
pound daughter.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rob- . her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Adair Cannon's condition is aBeadle
s on Third street.
erts over the weekend were her
bout the same.
We are sorry to hear of the 1 brcther, James T. Newton and
death of Grundy Guill of near ) Mrs. Newton of St. Louis, Mr.
Water Valley. The family has and Mrs. Fred Bennett, Mr. ancl
Mrs. Wade Scott, Mr. and !qrs.
our deepest sympathy.
Several from this part of the John Wright and son, all of Fulton
were Sunday afternoon viscommunity have been attending
the ball games and enjoying them itors.
Mrs.
Etta Colley is convalescing
very much this season.
with a broken arm. Mrs. Colley,
don't you know ladies should re- ,
frain from climbing
cherry
trees?
Bob Williams is also recocEi
ing•from a broken arm received
from a fall from his bicycle.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Lila Bradley ,
—Is the **bog
spent the weekend at Kentucky ,
et magic" few
kers
Lam
.
catching t h•
. Bill Boyd was hostess .to ,I
•Early Beans
big cones. Reed
the Homemakers Club FridaY afit—end eth•
ternoon.
•Peas
Gift ideas for father as featured in 1.1.FE
•rs •goelly
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Si MoodY1
and family of Lyon, Kansas, Mr.
good—le the
•Sudan Grass
V Van Heusen 400 shirr with patented
and Mrs. Delbert Moody and
May-Jasit iscan't-wilt-orwrinkle one-piece collar, French cuffs. Superb
family
of Dodge City, Kansas are
sue. New en
white
broadcloth.
visiting their brother. Revel
sale; 25c •
We have plenty of
Moody and family and other relcopy.
V Keep him cool with a Van Bensen air.wear
atives in this community.
e shirt
the shirt with the wide open windows. Smart
HYBRID SEED CORN ' Mr. and .P,Irs Ed Hicks 'antlersr:11,1
colors and white.
ed their daughter, Lillian Faye
with a birthday supper Tuesday,
814 NOM 111141 COVET
To
kelp hins sleep tigh.t ... Wonderfully
11
We are prepared to take care May 31, She received many nice
comClICACI 11, IL
fortable Van ffeusen Flesibelt pajamas in smart
gifts. Those present were Drupatterns
of your
mod rich fabrics
cilia Cathey, Bobby Wiggins, Sue
I)
111111
SEED CLEANING
Pickens, Gene Tibbb, Billy WigV Vats Meissen sport shirts that are washable
gins, and the honoree.
wonders.
Handsome summer colors with exclusive two.wav
Especially Ladino and
California Lo-No collar.
Bill Wilson, son
Mr. and
Crimson Clover & Fescue Mrs.
Charles" M. Wilson, received
his B. A. degree at Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bard have
returned from a vacation in Flori
da and other points in the
South.
Groceries — Feeds — Seeds
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carr vis103 E. State Line Phones 602-03
ited Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett
''' '
Sunday night.
!•
!'‘.1

Friendly Service

r

Friday, J

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME1
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Cars-Tr

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member
of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association,
Inc

COLEMAN SERV STA

A Com

We also
line of radi:

REASON

Fulton F

Jimm!
Phone 82

•

RAILWAYS

Van Heuseng•••
or else!

N EW
NW

Seil
ia
r

betweenSLLOUIS and

JACKSONVILLE

4..

Over the VULCAN ROUTE
VIA Cope Girardeau, Mo. - Jackson, Tenn.
BIRMINGHAM. ALA. -Columbus, Go. --Tupelo. Miss.
Albany, Ga.
Leave FI'LTON, KENTI'CKY
Northbound
Southb
ound
10:10 A.M.
4:10 P.M.
12:53 P.M.
11:07 P.M.

SC(
TI N

East State I
Ph

Roofin
Dom
Healin
Conditii
Stanles4
Alumin

E. M. (St
JOHN

Phone 44

PittSBURGH

TAKE BAss,

NOW IS THE TIME
TO PLANT

ore

i

One COCO covers —lot
Enameling everything in
ond about the home.
Witerspar Is easily applied dries quickly to a
smooth. high gloss finish
and is easily .clearied. The
cost is reasonable and the
finish will last for years.
15 beoutalul colors to
cLoose from.

BETTER LONGER'
Como

fedcy IFor FREE booklet -Colo, Dynomii
. for Ykiwr Monti"

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
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Announcing....

A. C. BUTTS de SONS

0
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THE OPENING OF A NEW

.1100
-

coy00

xr,a

FULL-WIDTH STRAIGHT-THROUGH CONSTRUCTION

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lewis
and little son, Blake, have arrived from Lexington to visit
het mother, Mrs. W. H. Purcell
on Jackson street. They will
leave soon for Houston, Texas
where they will make their home..

SEED (LEANING PLANT

el'

__

the G. M. & O. Tracks)

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING
We have two of the largest and

most inodern

Clipper cleaners available.

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR

JOHN DEERE No.I2-A Combine!

The ability of the John Deere No. 12-A Straigh
t-Through Combine to
handle all combineable crops, without overlo
ading any of the important
combine units, results in better all-around harvest
ing performance. You
sase more grain ... per-bushel harvest costs are
lower.
With a John Deere. crops are handled in a straigh
6
t line from the cutter bar right through the entkre machine. There are
no turns ... wo corners
ro cause piling up or slowing down the machine.
Big-capacity threshing
and separating units are full vvidth ... resulting in
more. cleaner grain
.
more acres harcested every day. The No. 12-A gives
you the kind of
har%esting that makes graitagrowing more profitable.
See us for details.

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY

4th Street

FULTON, KY.
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AT CAYCE, KENTUCKY
Located North of Highway 94 (On
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Now Open For Business
ues
mieb10,
I PERIAL
FAIR-PRICED I ,z,560,-GUARANTEED... watipaPERS .

FULTON PAINT
GLASS CO.
210 Church

Phone 900

Austin & Austin
W. P. A IHin

Day Phone: Cayce 17

1611IIIIIMINEEMOn7Eni77,

C. R. Austin

O. W. Austin

Night Phone: Fulton, 1225-J-1
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par addisiso
*rota igloo

Union
4th and Van

Friday, June 10, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

for the members and Mrs. Frank ed to her home
in Boise, Idaho
Brady was high scorer for the ; after attending
the funeral of
guests. Mrs. Virgil Davis receiv- I her father, J.
W. Hackett. She
ed consolation prize.
was guest of Miss Jessie Lee
The hostess served a lovely Fleming.
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor.
party plate.
PHONE 926
Mr. and Mrs, Guy Philips
Members playing were Mes- and children have
returned to
dames
Copeland, Don Hill, N.T. their home in Franklin,
A Complete Service HOUSEHOLD
Ky., afSHOWER
ANN ROPER AND
Morse, Maddox, Robert Graham, ter a visit to Mr.
and
Mrs. Jodie
GIVEN IN HONOR OF
On ..
Rupert Stilley, Mel
GERALD ROPER
Simons. Tanner.
Guests were Mesdames Brady,
WED SATURDAY
Cars-Trucks-Tractors NEWLYWEDS ON FRIDAY
Jack Browder, a student o6
In a sweet ceremony at Chapel Davis, Buren Rogers, Lela Stub- Vanderbilt University,
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Luther
Nashville
blefield
Hill,
and
Miss
Dudley
Ann
Averitt
Meacham.
Roper,
has arrived home to spend his
honored Mr. and Mrs. Billy GilWe also have a complete
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. PaUl
vacation with -his parents, Mr.
bert, who were recently married
line of radiators and cores.
MRS. JOE FLY
and Mrs. Leon Browder
with a household shower at their Averitt Roper, became the bride
HOSTESS TO
of
Gerald
Roper,
son
of
Mr.
and
Leon Daws of iVlemphiS was the
home in South Fulton, Friday
REASONABLE PRICES
BRIDGE CLUB
weekend guest of his aunt, Mrs.
night May 27th. When the bride Mrs. Max Roper of Hickman, Ky.,
Mrs. Joe Fly entertained the Sam Campbell.
Saturday
morning
at
10
o'clock.
and groom arrived they were esThe Reverend Walter Mischke of members of her bridge elub FriFulton Radiator Serv. corted to their chairs
Mrs. Carl Hastings underwent
by little
day night at her home on Oak a major
Jimmy McClendon
operation Thursday in
Miss Ann Luther and Butch the, Vrst Methodist Church perstreet.
formed
the
impressive
ring
cereFulton
Hospital. She is doing
Workman, while Neil Etheridge
Phone 822
Depot St.
Mrs. Pete Green and Mrs. Mo- nicely.
monY.
at the piano softly played the
Preceding the pledging of the nett Dycus were guests to the
wedding march. Several contests
Mrs. Ben Gholson and Mr. and
marriage vows Mrs. David Sund- club.
were enjoyed throughout the
Miss Adolphus Latta was high Mrs. Jim Hutcherson attended the
wick very beautifully sang "At
evening, the winners being, Mr.
scorer
for the evening. Mrs. funeral of O. H. McFarlin in
Dawning" by Charles Wakefield
and Mrs. Billy Gilbert, Mr. LewMemphis Friday.
Cadman, accompanied at the pia- Green won bridge bingo.
is Thompson and Miss Hazel
The
hostess
no by the bride's maternal.grandserved a salad
Jones. Loretta and Juanita Gil-,
Miss Marilee Beadles who has
plate to Mrs. Green, Mrs. Dycus,
mother, Mrs. R. S. Matthews.
bert entertained by singing sevDuring the ceremony "Be- Mrs. Howard -Strange, Mrs. Ar- been attending Florida Southern
eral numbers being accompanied
dell Sams, Mrs. Gerald Rachel, College, Lakeland is spending
East State Line
Fulton.. at the piano by Neil Etheridge. cause" and "Shubert's Serenade"
was softly played. The tradi- Miss Latta and Miss Lily Allen. her vacation with her parents,
Phone 471
Refreshments were served to the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles.
tional bridal chorus from Logenfollowing:
grin and Mendelssohn's Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Polk and
PERSONA.
LS
Roofing, Gutters
Hettie Ford, Jimmie and Ann March were played for the proMr. and Mrs. George Moore little daughter Mary Eleanor, of
cessional
recessional.
and
Down Spouts
McMinn, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henand children, Sue and Eddie are Monroe, La., are the guests of
The altar of the small white
derson, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wilvisiting her sister in Ft. Smith, her parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. I.
Heating and Air
church
the
on
hill
artisticalwas
Jones on Eddings street.
liams, Mrs. Emma Lee Tarver,
Ark.
ly
decorated
blue
with
hydranConditioning Eqpt.
Mrs. M. E. Etheridge, Mr. and
Jim James, a student in Murenry Knight has returned to
geas
banked
Madonna
with
lilMrs. Parker McClure, Mrs. Harray College, will spend his sum- his ome in Badger, Tex., after
Stanless Steel, and
ry Gordon, Mrs. Effie Speight, ,ies. Baskets of seasonal flowers mer vacation with his
parents, a short visit to h isniece, Mrs.
Aluminum Work.
Miss Loretta Gilbert, Neil Ether, were placed on either side of the Mr. and Mrs. George
James.
Charlotte Smith and J. E. Melidge, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thomp- altar lending a soft serene atmoMrs.
Oral
Rogers
has
return- ton.
son, Mrs. Malcolm Bell, Mr. and phere to the chapel where the
E. M. (Scotty) SCOIT,
Mrs. Gilbert Bowlin and Ken, paternal grandparents, have been
JOHN WHITAKER
Mrs. Hmvell Jones and children, members for years.
The bride, given in marriage
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Bard, JuReal pit Barbecue
anita Gambill, Mr. and Mrs. by her father, was gowned in orSteaks
chid seersucker organdy with
Frank Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. which she wore
a white picture
Fried Chicken
Bailey Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. hat and a corsage of yellow OsCountry Ham
Avery Hancock, Mr. and Mrs. es.
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
I Jamie Stallins and Patsy, Mr.
Mrs. Billy Gilbert. matron of
I and Airs. C. B. Connell and son.
Catfish
honor, and Miss Mary Lou CoolMr. and Mrs. Robert Workman,
ey, bridesmaid, wore models of
I and the honorees.
white pique with corsages of
I Those who sent gifts but did
pink carnations.
not attend were:
Gentry Harris
of Hickman
Hugh Fly, Owner
Louise Hutchens, Clara Wil- served as best man and Robert
rt.g.„
Junction
Whitesell
West
Roper,
brother
State Line and Union City Hi-way
-of
the
liams, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard,
bride, was the usher.
Mrs. A. M. Browder, Eugene
WE HAVE PLENTY OF
The bride's mother wore
a
Bard, Bessie Bizzle, Garnette
model of aqua linen with black
PARKING SPACE
Browder, Mrs. Lola Howard. Mrs.
accessories and a white carna:
W. H. Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Evans tion
corsage.
PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM
Ellegood, Betty Jane Ellegood,
Immediately
following the
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS
Elsie Tarver, Mr. and Mrs. Johnceremony a reception was given
son Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
by the bride's parents at their
McMorris, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
home in Forrestdale.
Homra, Mrs. J. D. King, Mrs. Bill
The
beautifully
appointed
Lowry, Mable Laird, Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne McClure, Gertrude bride's table was overlaid with a
lace
cloth
and
centered
with a
Long, Pearl Davidson, Ladatha
Fuller, Effie Clark, Gladys Can- wedding cake and an arrangement
blue
of
hydrangeas.
non, Mrs. 011ie Cannon, Jackie
A lovely buffet luncheon was
Whitlock, Ivy Brumly, Atice
Sills, Gertie Hardin, Fannie Col- served to 24 guests.
The popular couple will make
thorpe, Louise Chambers, Esther
Moore, Adelle Rhodes, Hazell their home in Memphis.
Blaylock, Laverne Grissom, Ida
Lee Whitlock, Eloise Hollis, Lucy MRS. R. A. FOWLKES
Robey, Gracy Armstrong, Mrs. ENTERTAINS CLUB
Uel Mullins, Alva Mae Jones, FRIDAY AFTERNOON
Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes was hostess
Beauton Guilt, Louise Ruddle,
I Bonnie Deweese, Sammy Lou Friday afternoon to the members
the
Thursday
afternoon
Powers. Hilda Wilson, Annie of
SSIVIICS
Bonds, Mavis Yates, Ruth Lewis, bridge club and several guests at
011ie Linch, Alta Rowland, Lu- her home on Central avenue.
Votatioloads1
MOO
Three tables were arranged for
cille Yates, Mrs Callis, Dorothy
so
Mullins. Erma Odell. Alice Hicks, games of contract. Mrs. Bunn
is MooGtsyllousd *Wigs
MEDIUM-DUTY Of LUX* STAKE•
WWI
Ruby Cavender, Sarah Steven- Copeland won high score prize
90
spotsl
Model 3609-125Y.-inch whee/base, Maximum G.V.W.5,800 lb. Other
CW1/tO
Ooki tstpsvacation
ison, Madra Clark, Jean Williams,
models
stop
avoi/abie
up
to 161-inch wheelbase and 16,000 lb. G.V.W.
Tool
1Runelta Hopkins, Evelyn InIik ._s,
populat
sibsin ',Du 1101,4 tr
I man, Dessie Pinegar, Da Ethel
Veterinary Service
%Poo
oho* tou 1.64/1
Ammons, Cantie Felts, Mr. and
eve
/34 as.
Mrs. Joe Bazzle, Rosalie White,
Day or Night
t°11'*11.11
• .......
1 Mary Burgess, Vada Walker,
Phone 307-R
Lois Elliott, Mary Pierce, Alma
Boulton, Alberta Watson, Onis
Or Call 70
Houston, Mary Casey, Wilma
- - g. OC ILC"
Blackwell, LaVern Alexandra, Dr.H.W.Connaughton
Ola Mae Morworthy, Nora AlexSO141 rat
—
Graduate Veterinarian
I andra, Josie Moser, Lurlene Anvues70009
gel, Pearlene Murrell, Etheleen
Located
on Martin-NIKON
•0
:
00•ios
Dillon, Ruby Linder, Mr. and
HighwaV.
Horace
Mrs.
Reams and OKI.
LIGHT-DUTY PICK-UP
ost""Is uts«•'1,4
91.70.
Model 3104-116-inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W. 4,60016.00w
Laundry Employees.
Thee'
".gsi‘ models available: 3604-1251
tapw,',.,,te.bli
/
4-inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W.
5,800 lb, 3804-137-inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W. 6,700 Gk.
:
v
o0'
01
00
-sitlrot"

The Woman's Page

HELP WANTED

L _I

SCOTT'S
TIN SHOP

k;\

MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

HENRY I. SIEGEL M., INC.

Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

Notice to Members of

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1165
Fulton, Kentucky
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
MONDAY NIGHT,7:30 P. M.
. MOOSE FIALL

LAKE STREET

SAVE MOTOR WEAR
1,000 mile lubrication is the enemy of motor 'wear.
Our "grease monkeys" fight wear-and -tear by giving
your ear the right amount of grease in the right
places. No Skimping of service at POLSGROVE.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
-Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

THE DERBY CAFE

POLSGROVE
SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193
Mayfield Hi-Way

CURB SERVICE

H EVROLET
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A place of

BEAUTY
TRANQUILITY
Every man who looks ahead, can
lighten the burden of his loved ones
by selecting a family plot at Greenlea now.
A new section has just been opened,
offering individual and family plots
at moderate cost.
Let us show you these new locations
now; no obligation whatever.
FULTON'S BEAUTIFUL
SANCTUARY
The price of the lot includes Perpetual
Care. The first cost is the only cost.
Convenient Terms Can Be Arranged.

ae GREENLEA CEMETERY

TELEPHONE 906-W * L A. CLI1FTON * 309 CENTRAL AVE.

Union Bus Station
4th and Carr

Phone44

GREYHOUND

LIGHT-DUTY DE LUXE PANIL•
Model 3/05-116-inch wheetbase, Maximum G.V.W. 1,600 lb.
Also available in Medium-Duty model 3805-137-inch wheelbase,
Maximum G.V.W. 6,700 lb.

BUILDER OF THE
NATION'S GREATEST
TRUCK VALUES
,
I
I
,
/%.riEVROLt:17
I
I
There's a Chevrolet truck for every delfve-ry
— or
hauling job — with capacities from 4,000 lbs.,
to 16,000 lbs. Gross Vehicle Weight.
If what you want is the truck that will deliver the
most for the money—then what you want is a
Chevrolet truck. If what you want is sterling quality, outstanding load capacity and performance
with power plus economy—then you're dead right
in choosing a Chevrolet truck. And if you want
all these advantages at lowest cost, you definitely
want Chevrolet, for only Chevrolet trucks have 3WAY THRIFT—lower cost operation and upkeep
and the lowest list prices in the entire truck field!

FORWARD-CONTROL CHASSIS
Model 3942-137-inch wheelbase,
Maximum G.V.W. 10,000 lb. Also
available in geode/ 3712-125/
1
4.
Inch wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W.
7,000 lb. Package Detivery typos
bodies suitable For mountings on the
Forward-Control Chassis are supplied
by roma reputable manufactures*.

Maw Ciwoweet Meek
ade teltaiv
ori(.4n ma.e

•

•Do Moo ogobomol opOl000l of odor cool.

11111001111.11UTY CAS AND CHASSIS WITH PLATFORM BODY
Modol 311011-1417-Jode wheelbase, Maximum G.V.W. 0,1100 h. Orhor
swam& wooloilolo sa to 1614sels ellreelbase sad 16,000 lb. G.V.W.

CHEVROLET TRUCKS FOR TRANSPORTATION UNLIMITED

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38

•

The Fulton County Neat,'Fulton, Kentucky
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The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alesaio

June7.10, 11149_ FridaY,
.

_

7—
will be a recepiion at the home
of the bride's parents on Paschall
tr t.
•
Friends of th-Frouple are invited to attend the wedding.

PHONE 926

PERSONALS

Fred MeCey, Jr.,• is a• patient at
Haws Hospital.
W. E. Jackson has returned
from a week visit in Hot Springs,
Ark. ,
J. H. Patterson, Jr., is attending a short course on poultry diseases conducted at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville,
by Dr. Beaudette, visiting poultry specialist from New Jersey.
Mrs. M. W. Haws and Miss
Mary Lee Haws left Wednesday
for Evanston, Ill., to attend the
gradeation of the formers daughHindman
ter, Miss Lois Jean
who will deceive her Bachelor
at
of Music degree, Monday
Northwestern University.

Mrs. Agnes Roberts of Baton
Rouge, La., has arrived to spend
the Summer with her father,
Rev. B. J. Russell.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bouldiii and
children are visiting relatives .jit
Nashville.
Mrs. Robert Martin underwent a major operation in the
Fulton Hospital Tuesday.
Mr. and MrS. A. R. Roman of
Metropolis, Ill.. are visiting her
Miss Mary Hughes Watson of
mother, Mrs. Leland Bugg.
Benton, Ill., is spending the sumMrs. M. I. Boulton has return- mer with her mother, Mrs. Maled from a trip to Dawson Springs colm
Chambers on Eddings
Kentucky.
street.
Fred W. Creedle has returned
Earl Mitchell, superintendent
to his home in Oak Pary, Ill., after attending the funeral of his of the Paducah Water Works, aruncle, D. T. Creedle held in Ful- rived in Fulton Saturday to visit
with his relatives Mr. and Mrs.
ton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.' Henry Ford and Carey Frields, after attenkling a
sons of Columbus, Miss., have re- I water works convention in chiturned to their home after a visit ' cago.
to her mother, Mrs. Will Hill on
Joe Stephens and Jerry MulWalnut street.
lins, students. of the University
Mrs. Mildred Lamb of Char1 of Kentucky, will return there
lottesville, Va., is visiting ',,her
1 Tuesday after a short visit with
.mother, Mrs. J.J. House.
for the Summer
co
thu
eirs
r
Mrs. R. S. Matthews is visiting
relatives in Memphis.
Miss Flora Oliver is improv=
ing after being ill for several I Many Attend Ladies Day
days at her home on Walnut
At Country Club Tue.
street.
Cpl. Billy Scruggs of Wright
A large crowd attended LadPatterson Field, Dayton, O., and ies Day at the Country Club
his guest Sgt. John Lacey of Tuesday. Luncheon was served
New York were weekend guests on the lawn at 12:30 and golf was
of his mother, Mrs. J. C. Scruggs enjoyed during the afternobn.
on Carr street.
Mrs. J. H. Maddox and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Glass of Tolbert Dallas tied for the golf
Mayfield visited her sister, Mrs. ball contest and Mrs. Maddox

Miss Ruth Hays Graham Becomes
Bride Of Thomas Maddox On Monday
In a ceremony of simplicity
Miss Ruth Hays Graham. daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. J.
Ray Graham became the bride of
Thomas Maddox, son o'f.. Mrs. E.
'G. Maddox and the late Mr.
Maddox.

The bride chose for her wedding a summer suit of aqua with
which she wore a white sheer
blouse trimmed in lace. and an
off the face white straw hat.'Her
flowers were a corsage of white
gardenias.
following
tte
Immediately
ring
ceremony
The impressive
ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Maddox
o'clock left on a wedding trip and on
was solemnized af 10
Monday .moming in the parlor their return will be at home to
of the First Methodist Church their friends at the B. B. Alexwith the Rev. W. E. Mischke of- ander apartment, 811
Walnut
ficating.
street.
fireplace.
was
the
setting
The
Out of town guests were Mrs.
for an improvised altar banked Mildred Milner of Lapeer, Mich.,
with ivy and greenery with an sister of the bride, Mr. and Mrs.
arrangement of magnolias on the liays Graham, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
znantle. Large baskets of white Graham, Mr. and Mrs. George
gladiolus were on each side. •
Emerson, David Graham of ClinPreceeding the ceremony Miss ton, Mr. and Mrs. Alf Graham of
Elizabeth Ann Roper, neice of Union City, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
the bride, played a flute solo, A. R. Raman of Metropolis, Ill.,
"Minuet, and Dance of the Mrs. Paul Hays of Oak Ridge,
"They're doing so well now they're even paying the grocer
Blessed Spirits" from "Orpheus" Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Polk
by Gluck accompanied by Mrs. of Monroe, La.,. Mr. and Mrs.
and the doctor!"
2d. W. Haws at the piano. Dur- Richard Hitchcock and little
ing the ceremony Mrs. Haws daughter, Dee Arm of Urbana, Ill.
played 'Venetian Love Song" by and Mrs. J. T. Latta of Water gave the lesson which was the I Lester Newton J. L. Jones, Jr.,
Valley.
Nevin.
A. Poe M. W.
last three chapters of the study W. L Roper,
"China-Twilight
o r Haws, Sterling Bennett, Charles
book,
Browder, H. H. Bugg, Milton EXIAIRS. CHARLES RICE
ige, Forrest Rogers, Clyde Fields, Dawn."
Roll call wag" answered with um and Thomas Mahan.
HOSTESS TO CLUB
Joe Frankum, Edgar Provine,
TUESDAY EVENING
Roy Nabors, John E. Lancaster, news items from the World Call
. Mrs. Charles Rice entertained William Ward, and Neal Ward, and a round table discussion of MISS VADA BELL WARD
ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR
the Tuesday evening bridge club Misses Marjofie Puckett, Marie hidden answers was held.
A short business session was APPROACHING MARRIAGE
at her home on_ Reed street..
WilleY, Betty Jo Hudson, MagMiss Vada Bell Ward, daughMrs. Mildred Milner of Lap- gie Lou Vowell, Margaret Ann held after which the hostess asper, Mich., and Mrs. Howard Ed- Coffman, 'Freya' Terrell, and the sisted by Mrs. Snow serv.ed /de- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Ward,
who
will be married to Carl
licious refreshments.
'mulls were guests to the club.
honoree.
The June meeting will be in the Puckett, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Grady Varden was high , Those sending gifts but were
home of Mrs. Murphey with Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr., has announced
scorer for the evening.
not able to attend were MesAt the conclusion of the games dames R. A. Fowlkes, D. D. Legg, Ira Little as lesson leader. Her her wedding plans.
The double ring ceremony will
the hostess served a lovely des- R. E. Sanford, Stanley Jones, topic will be "Home Misson."
be solemnized Sunday, June 12,
isert plate.
Tom Nabors, C. J. Muzzall, Roy
9 to 11:30 A.M.
1 to 5:30 P. m.
at the First Methodist Church in
Members playing were Mrs. Ray, Willie Cavender, Ernest Jen CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Fulton with the Reverend Walter
Every Night Except Sunday, 7:30—?
Varden, Mrs. Lester Newton, Mrs kins, Horace Reams, Anna TaY- GUILD MEETS WITH
E. Mischke officating.
Robert Burrow, Mrs. Frank Wig- lor, Florence Palmer, Carlene MRS, F. D. PHILLIPS
The Guild of the First ChrisA program of nuptial music
gins, Mrs. H. H. Bugg and Miss Boone, Maude Williams, J. R.
tian Church met Monday night will be given by Mrs. C. L. MadMartha Taylor.
Baldridge and W. S. Dossett of in the
home of Mrs. F. D. Phil- dox, organist, and Miss Barbara
Paducah.
lips with Mrs. Wallace Shankle Ann Roberti, vocalist.
HEIDE-ELECT HONORED
as co-hostess.
Miss Ward will be given in
FRIDAY AFTERNOON AT
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Mrs. J. A. Poe, the president, marriage by her father. She has
MISCELLANEOUS SHOWER
CLUB ENTERTAINED
called the meeting to order and chosen Miss Mildred Padgett of
Miss Elizabeth Ward compli- BY MRS. GUY GINGLES
presided over the business"ses- Murray, Ky., as her maid of honmented her sister, Miss Vada
Mrs.
Guy
Gingles was hostess sion.
or and Mrs. Harry Reams of FulBell Ward, bride-elect of Carl
to
the
Tuesday
afternoon
bridge
During the.session plans for ton as her matron of honor.
Puckett, Jr., with a lovely misclub
at
her
home
on
Fourth
the
new year book made and
Carl Puckett, Sr., will serve
cellaneous shower Friday aftertelephone cominittees for East his son as best man. Ushers will
noon at her hame on Paschall street.
and
be
West
Fulton
Stanley Jones, brother-in-law
One guest, Mrs. Clint Reed, was
were appointed.
street.
The house was artically deco- included in the two tables of reg- Projects for the year were dis- of the groom, Harry Reams, Bobcussed.
by Lowe and William Hill.
Adm. 20e, 40c
rated with arrangements of Sum- ular members.
BILL 11066, 51gr.-Liteguard
Following the ceremony there
Mrs. T. A. Satterfield was proMrs. Vester Freeman was amer flowers. The feature enterle
der.
gram
She
—
—
warded
v.•as
high
assisted
by
score
prize.
tainment was contests with Mrs.
The hostes,s served • a lovely Mrs. Pity L. Stone.
Clyde Fields and Miss*Margaret
Coffman winning the prizes. Mrs. salad plate to Mesdames Reed,1 A Bible quiz was enjoyed afFreeman, R. C. Pickering, L. 0.1 ter which the hostess served deFields also won the door prize.
. Miss Ward presented the host-. Bradford, Clanton Meacham, Ben1 licicus homemade cookies and
A. G.1 coca-colas.
eis gat? to Miss Elizabeth Ward El:rens, L. 0 Carter and
idge.
and Mrs. Neal Ward.
MISS RUTH GRAHAM
The attractive honoree wore a I
HONORED AT LOVELY
trousseau model of lavendar ac- WOMAN'S MISSIONARY
LUNCHEON FRIDAY
SOCIETY 3IEETS WITH
cented with green.
Mesdames Robert, Ray and
The hostess served refresh- MRS. HOLLAND MONDAY
ments to Mesdames Ben SchMrs. J. R. Holland was host- Warren Graham were hostesses
werdt, Floyd Bowen, B. A. Gold- ess to the Woman's Missionary to a lovely luncheon Friday at 1
en, W. B. Lancaster, Sam Jones, Society of the First Christian o'clock at the Derby Cafe when
W. /1.• Holman, James Hyland, Church Monday afternoon at her they complimented Miss Ruth
Graham who was married Mon- .
F. S. Dedmon, Harry Reams, Carl home on Route Three.
Puckett, S. L. Brown, Elvis Babb,
There tvere ten members and day morning to Thomas MadNeal Olive, Jim Clements, Wen- One guest, Mrs. Herman Snow, dox.
dell Coffman, Emmett Caldwell, present.
A delectable three course lunEveritt Williams, Doyle Phillips,
Mrs. Harry Murphey,the presi- cheon was served to the guests
Walter Henderson, Dean Ter- dent, opened the meeting and seated at small beautifully aprell, Jessie Johns, E. T. Brund- gave the devotional. She also pointed tables centered with coChecks, Plaids, Solids Colors: Sizes 28 to 42
lonial bouquets of Summer flowers with rainbow colored streamers extending from the bouquets
Attention Farmers:
to attractive wedding bell place
cards.
One Lot Sharkskins in Grey, One Lot "River Breeze" Summer
- The bride's table was centered
Blue, Light and Dark Brown. slacks
with an all white bride's bouquet
with white streamers extending
In Sanitary Trucks
to the place cards. The bride's
place was marked with a corsage
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
of white cape jasmine.
Miss Graham wore'a beautiful
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.
trousseau model of pink salyna
June 19 Is
cloth trimmed in matching lace.
Following the luncheon bridge
Fathers' Day
bingo was enjoyed with Miss
Andy DeMyer winning the prize.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.
Mrs. J. A. Poe received consolation prize.
The honoree was presented a
gift book of favorite recipes of
the guests and two sherbel
glasses in her crystal pattern.
The guest list included Misses
Graham, Mary Homra, Andy DeMyer, Charlene Martin, Ann GodWhites; Light a n d
frey, Ann Roper, Mesdames
Dark
Backgrounds.
George Emerson, Paul Hays of
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Alf Graham
Sanforized!
of Union City, Mildred Milner of
Lapeer, Mich., Herman Roberts,'
"Sir \William"(By Block)

p

SWIM AT SUNNY DIP

DAD

itglIS

MENS; COOL SUMMER

won the ball in the playoff: • The ball was given Tuesday
for the one who could most nearly guess her score for the day.
Mrs. Buren Rogers was medalist
for the day with 41. Mrs. Jasper
Vowel' carded a 49 and Mrs.
Robert Koelling of Chicago also
had a 49 score.

HELLO WORLD
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard,
Fulton, Route 5 announce the
birth of a seven pound baby girl,
Paula Jessamine born June 4 at
Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hearn of
Dyersburg, Tenn., are the parents of a six pound four ounce.
daughter, Penny Carol,
bOrn
June 2 at the Dyersburg Hospital.
Mrs. Hearn is the former DeIlores Caldwell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Emmett Caldwell of
Fulton.
Mrs. Lester Newton and little
daughter, Mary Virginia, spent
Wednesday in MemphiS,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm King
announce the birth of a six pound
12 ounce daughter, Vicki Elaine,
born June 6 at Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Lusk
are the parents of a son, Timothy
Gene, born June 4 at the Jones
Hospital.
At the time of the 1940 census
Alaska had a population of 72,524.
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BOMBA

fliE JUNGLE BOY
JOHNNY SHEFFIELD
PEGGY ANN GARNER
Also Cartoon
SUN. - 310N.' - TUES.
.....
4414
Chri•on,

)

Sittriey

WEBB •TEMPLE

Mr.Belvedere

Goes T6
20-9..giege '
-1
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TOM DRAKE • ALAN
YOUNG \
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Produced by

34111111
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Cartoon Fox News, Comedy
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

SLACKS
$6.95 TO $9.95

DfAD STOCK RfMOVED FREE

5.95 4.98

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

BLOCK'S 'CANTFADE'

DRESS SHIRTS

olyIES GO MODERN

1.98

MARTIN-SENOUR

cvi)

White broadcloth ; 'Airway" collar
guaranteed to outlast the body of the
$2.98
shirt
New ERA Shirts'

Want to spark up
your interiors
with a beautiful,
-lustrous
finish? Be sure
semi
and use Glos-Tone.
applicd,driescp.icklyandthe
colors remain clear and
sparkling after many washings. Can be used on metal.
wood, cement, caro as, niaster and wallboard.

in a variety range of
colors;
$2.98 to $5.95
Long Sleeves
$1.98
to $3.95
Short Sleeves
$1 $1.50 $2 $2.50
D'orsey Ties

P
.deal.
WC,

.
4M104416135$ FINISH

EXCHM1GE FURNITURE CO'

2.98 AND 3.98,
THE BUDGET SHOP
204 Lake

Phone 13"

ORPHEUM
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
MONTE HALE
GAIL DAVIS
in

LitVi OF THE
GOLDEN WEST
Comedy ,and Serial

SUNDAY - MONDAY
ROY ROGERS
In

TUE. - WED. - THURS.
D
noyunn
ble Feature
Errol
• ANN SHERMAN

L. KASNOW
18 Lake St.

Cartoon, America No. 13, News

SAGA OF
DEATH VALLEY

$3.65

Sport Shirts

6

r•-•
A UNIVERSALINTHIWATIONAL
PICTURE

Fulton

June 19 Is
Fathers' Day
Remember Your
Dad!

SILVER RIVER
ROBERT DOUGLAS
HELEN WESTCOTT
in

HOMICIDE
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Father's Day is June 19!

Right Gifts _
for a Right Guy
ss.
\

FROM ROBERTS STORE
n^

'•

tirne of the 1940 census
had a population of 72,Here's a shirt that's1Really
smart: it lasts longer where
others wear out faster . . .
at the collar! The Aeroplane Cloth Collar is Guaranteed to outlast even the
smooth-textured, fine combed broadcloth of the shirt
itself. Rich pearl buttons;
attractive variety of collar
styles.

11
1
1111
PI

DAY - SATURDAY
Doable Feature

$3.50

RANMTB—
ORZAGES

Open Weave Summer
Shirts $2.95

1001ARISE
RE wild • fig NS=
Eta
stPleUt POUBRADOB —
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plus

BOMBA

CHE JI'NGLE BOY
NY SHEFFIELD
'EGGY ANN GARNER
Also Cartoon

'N. - MON. - TUES.
111.4.

r.

Belvedere

WASHABLE RAYON SPORT SHIRTS
Amply cut to insure a full measure of comfort whether you're
playing hard or just simply at ease. Proud selection of vivid
travelogue cclors.

$3.95 and $4.95.

Goes 76

ihns'

..co/lege

/SANE • ALAN YOUNG
yl by

1
.
'
;

P•odocod

IliGE11 1•SAIIIILl
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Don Fox News, Comedy

S

Mens' E &11.

SPUR SHIRTS
%%hates
solid-color
and
Shantung anfl Fancy
Broadcloth.

ESDAV - THURSDAY

$1.95

.iftift

A11-1,,, n. Vv'ashable.
In Bright Summer Colors
and Whites,

°Pi
hlle

Yuget
‘4V
Br

7i7orivicolo

RSALINISINATIONAL PICILIRE _

1, America No. 13. News

PAJAMAS
Fancy

broadcloth

stripes;

sanforized, fast color. Coat

$11t9fkk
Small, Medium, Large

I
fOttIA

SPIN= PIANO
MUST BE
SOLD--We are forced to place
in this section, dainty little
Spinet Piano, almost new. Full
sized keyboard, standard make.
Fully guaranteed, with some
person or family who can pay
minimum down payment and
assume several small monthly
payments.
Excellent credit
necessary.
Write FINANCE
MANAGER, P.O. BOX 543
EVANSVILLE, IND.

style, elastic button waist.
Sizes a, b, c, d_

$2.98

Mens' Colorful

NU-WAY TIES

I

Want To Save Money?
Buy A&P's Close Trimmed

Customers'
Corner

IVI E A S

Veal Chops
Veal Roast
Beef Roast
Fryers
Hams
Sliced Bacon
Smoked Picnics 4sthoontaitvcg
Fresh River Caffish

ANGEL FOOD BAR CAKE
DONUTS, JANE PARKER
_MEIllIIIIIIIIIIIIL_
MARVEI BREAD
TOMATOES 77
- APPLE BUTTER
Bulk
2
FRUIT COCKTAIL
PEACHES
APRICOTS
CUCUMBERS
19(
2
PORK & BEANS
____111.1111111.11111._ BEVERAGES
GREEN BEANS
RITZ CRACKERS
3y
2
CHED-O-BIT

Fine array of smart
solid colors and
patterns.

11•••..

2 1.hs. 35C

DAY - SATURDAY

: HALE
GAIL DAVIS
in

snedy ,and Serial

iDAY - MONDAY

GOOD QUALITY

19-0Z. JAR

Tubes 39(

LIBBY OR DELMONTE

NO. 21;2 CAN

IONA HALVES OR SLICES IN SYRUP

NO. 21'2 CAN

FOR

Summer Slacks
Genuine Bur-mil Wrinkleresistant rayons;
Sizes 29 to 48

$5.95 TO $9.95
Father's Day

- WED. - THURS.

Fathcr's Day

mble Feature
ymi
ANN SHERIDAN
in

Nicely gift boxed. Ideal
gifts always appreciated.
Four to a box.

Attractively boxed; all sizes in stock. Two pair to the
ox.

Per Box 981

Per Box 981

IOMICIDE

EA. 39'

IONA HALVES IN SYRUP

MENS' 'HUBBARD'

SAGA OF
&TN VALLEY

Plus
'DOUGLAS
HELEN WES'TCOTT
in

89c
53c
57c
57c
55c
49c
45c
60c

LARGE SIZE

ROI' ROGERS
in

VER RIVER

Miss Waggoner Returns 12.Fulton Students

I Other reports by the Clerk of
From California Tour
Murray Col. Exercises
I The Mother Church, the Treasurer, The Christian
Science
Miss Pauline Waggener, hOSPe
Among the 300 students whs.,
Board of Lectureship, and the
economics teacher at the Cayce participated in the gradual:kart
Trustees of Charitable InstituHigh School has returned home exercises at Murray
State Coltions covered a wide range of
after an extended motor trip lege this week there
were 22"
activities in the movement, all
through the West. Miss Waggens from Fulton and vicinity.
of which attested to a general
er and party went the Southern
June_is the month for the postwar resurgence
in religion.
They are Nathan Wil:iarr.
route and returned via the
electiva of officers in all HomeFood, clothing, and literature
Northern route and reported a (Jack) Carter and Anabel Wats
maker's Clubs.
Every
Hame supplies have flowed steadily
very enjoyable tim,e.
ers Jones, both of Fulton, well
maker Club member simuld at- 1from, Ite, Mother
Cturell
were awarded,Master of Arts LIZ
She will resume
tend with all :isports filled 100 needy Christian
Scientists in AFTER THIS DATE, May 24th I work at the school her summer Education degrees; Joe Vaspercent.
within a few
will not be responsible for any
Europe, the .Clerk's report disCunningha
m, Dukedom, Gents
days.
Club project lead,:rs and Lid- closed.
debts in my nUme unless under
Henderson Wingo and Charass
eration chairmen will be apmy personal signature.
Morris
M,
,on,
Fulton, 13, S.,La,
pointed or elected and their
JOHN S. DEASON,
J. Locke Commissioned Agriculture: James
Iven- Armnames. sent to the University by
Martin, Tenn.
At UK Infantry School bruster, Fulton, Randle MurrA
July 1.
_ _
_ - —
Mullins, Wingo, Robert Peildsrs,
Many are interested .in the LOW COST :WELDING, brazing,
DAIRY PROGRAM
John H. Locke, son of Mrsand Fulton and Alla Mai - Howitlf
meeting on Water systenis to 13e
aluminum welding and
all FOR ROTARIANS
Mrs. W. O. Locke Fulton, and a Fulton; B. S. degrees; Addly
held in Cayce by Mr. Holmes,
type welding. All work guarNational Dairy Month, June, student at the University of Ken- gene Russell, Wingo, Mary Lev,
Extension Agricultura Engineer,
anteed. Junk cars bought, Used
tucky,
from the U. of K on June 16, at
parts sold. Warren's Welding was the theme of the Tuesday serve last week received a re- ise Simons, Fulton, and William
commission as a second Ervin Wilson, Water Valley, RA
8 p. m.
Shop. Inquire at Warren's Jew- luncheon of the Fulton Rotary
_ •
lieutenant of infantry in the Un- degrees.
Schedule—.
elry Store. Phone 98, or old Club, with W. P. Burnette of the ited
States
The
graduating
Fulton
Army.
class
was
Pure
Milk
Brownsville, June 8, Mrs. WilCompany
Benny Austin Farm, one mile
largest in the history of the Logispeaking briefly on the subject
lie Thomas at 1:30; Bennett, Mrs.' on Mayfield Highway.
A graduate of Fulton high lege. The
and Leroy Cannon, local Armour
previous record ?sae
Ben Austin, June 9 at 2:00; Westschool,
Lt
Liacke
is
a
junior
in 222 in 1948.
ern, Mrs. L. B. Abernathy, June AUTO GLASS installed. 'Fulton and Co. manager, showing a film the College of
Commerce,
and
Paint and Glass Co.,
210 on dairy products and their man- a member of Delta
10 at 1:30; Rush Creek, Mrs. MauTau Delta soThe forests of the United Stahli
ufacture.
Church.
rice Bondurant, June 14 at 2:00;
cial fraternity.
—--include over 800 different kin&
Brown Thacker, former FultonHickman, Mrs. I. H. Streeter, FOR SALE:
I have two power ian, Rotarian, and new
trees.
of
,
June 15 at 2:00; Montgomery,
manager
Th d
't
lawn-mowers. I will sell one. of the local Swift
f - Pike County, Kentucky, is said
and CoAplant, Iowa in 19'40
Mrs. Paul Hornsby, June 16 at
CLINT REEDS Phone 25.
was 45.3.per square to be world's greatest coal rewas a guest of the club.
-2:00; Palestine, June 17 at Palesm ile
serve.
tine Community Center, June 17
at 2:00; Victory, Mrs. H. P. Roberts, June 21 at 2:00; Fulton,
June 22 DeMyer Club Room; Sylvan Shade, June 23, Mrs. L. Hutchinson at 2:00; Cayce, June 24,
Mrs. Robert Williams; Fulton
County Water System Talk at
•N
Cayce, June 16 for men and
women; 4-H. Club Week June 714 at University of Kentucky,
How do you like the
Lexington; Crutchfield, June 28,
checkout system in our
Mrs. Herschel Brown.
stores? Have you any suggestions for improving it?
Christian Scientists
Our trained,efficient checkConvene In Boston
ers make every effort to speed
Breaking through the crust of
up the checking-out process
ancient beliefs in material power,
and spare you any unnecesthe postwar world is reaching
WHEN YOU BUY A & P's CLOSE TRIMME
sary delay.
D MEATS YOU
out in an unprecedented effort
DON'T PAY FOR EXCESS BONE,FAT
for something better upon which
But we admit that devising
AND
COARSE MEAT.
to found a union of nations, The
a checkout system that meets
Christian Science Board of Diall the needs of all our cusrectors declared.
tomers at all-times is one of
Rib Cut
Addressing several thousand
Lb.
Christian Scientists .attending
our toughest problems.
the annual meeting of The MothWe welcome any help you
er Church The First Church of
Square
can give us in solving it.
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mas1_,b.
Cut Shoulder
What changes would
sachusetts, the Directors viewed
with satisfaction the worldwide
you make in the checkout
stir in human consciousness to
stands if you %ere rundiscard the material for
Any Chuck
the
ning your A&P store?
spiritual.
Lb.
Cut
Please IA rite:
Religious leaders everywhere,
they pointed out, have developet
Customer Relations DePartment,
a widespread sense of the need
Young Tender
A&P Lod Stores,
and reasonableness of greater and
Lb.
Full Dressed
• 420 Lexington 1,‘ e!
more direct evidences of spiritual
power:
New York IT. \
The Directors' statement and
Ready To Eat
the ,election of Miss Emma C.
Lb.
Shank Portion
Shipman to the Presidency of
The Mother Church for the enRED RIPE
suing year sparked an annual
meeting filled with reports of
All Good
WATERMELONS
marked progress in the ChrisLb.
Or Dawn
tian Science movement through26-Lb. Average
out the globe.
If Mary Baker Eddy, DiscovHalf ..
70c
erer and Founder of Christian
Lb.
Science. were here tosloy, accordWhole.
$1.39
ing to the new President, "she
would see the signs of the growth
she most desired"—signs that
Lb.
stem from what Miss Shipman
described as "a more steadfast
CALIF.
LONG
WHITE
consciousness of the all-pow,er
and all-presence of God."
On the constructive side of
POTATOES
COCONUT ICED
radio broadcasting, The Mother
10
LBS.
Church was said to have contributed transcribed religious
SUGABED
PKG.
f9(
programs heard by a conservaOR CINNAMON
tively estimated 10.090.000 peo1
OF 12
ple every week. These programs
ENRICHED WHITE
11/2 LB, LOAF
RED RIPE

sy

98' TO $1.98

OF THE
LDEN WEST

Pfigig
•2-

CLASSIFIED ADS

.ester Newton and little
, Mary Virginia, spent
ay in Memphis,
nd Mrs. Malcolm King
e the birth of a six pound
! daughter, Vicki Elaine,
le 6 at Jones Hospital.
nd Mrs. Robert E. Lusk
narents of a son, Timothy
Dm June 4 at the Jones

sitiriey
EBB'TEMPLE

About
Fulton County
Homemakers

are uSed by approximately 450
Ii radio
stations.

HANKERCHIEFS

GIFT SOX

Rbberts Store
442 Lake Street

11 11 tin

IONA IN TOMATO SAUCE

YUKON CLUB

THE

JOHN DEERE
Q1.11K-TAICITI

CULTIVATOR
Drive in ... fasten the frame ...
attach the lift pipes. That's all there
is to attaching the new "QuiltTatch" Cultivator to your John
Deere Tractor. One man can do the
job easily ... in a matter of minutes.
What's more, the cultivator can he
removed in the same short time.
Think of tbe time- and lahocsavings that means to you!
The new ease of attaching and
detaching the cultivator is just one
of many reasons for sek•cting •
John Deere Tractor. Get tbe facts
from us.

WILLIAMS HDWE.
207 E. 4th
Phone 169
FULTON

N. B. C.

18'
15'
32'
25'

NO. 2' 2 CAN

3

1-LB
CANS

25'

FULL QT. BOT.

1-LB. BOX

LBS.

CHEESE FOOD

Swifts Prem
Luncheon Meat
12 OZ
CAN

Marshmallows
CTN.

KEYKO

CTN. L

LB.
LOAF

73'

A CAMPFIRE

41'

Margarine
witiTE 1-LB.

1

29'

Woodburys
Facial Soap
Reg. Size

Bath Size

3 25' 1'"25'
Ba'r

MP Self Service
POPULAR BRAND

HEINZ

Cigarettes

Pickles

CTN.
INCL. TAX.

$1.65

Fresh Cucumber silcec
24 OZ. 1st
JAR
L

Fr
Friday, June 10, 1949

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

EVERY PARENT SHOULD -KNOW

TEEN-AGE TATLER
C,
17
)

_About. the Juvenile Security Program of the Farm Bureau.
1. Lifetime financial security.
2. Protection every year of life.
3. Funds for education or start in business.
'This prognim is being featured by the Farm Bureau during
June and July.

H. J. FRENCH
SOUTHERN FARM BUREAU INS. CO.
Home Phone--183-W

,Office Phone--126

HICKMAN, KY.

10 FARM CUSTOMERS Of THE
INDEPENDENT OIL COMPANY:
We invite you to call us for good service and
high quality products.

OUR FULTON PHONE IS 238
We also solicit the opportunity to serve new
customers in this area.

BROWDER
EASLEY
FULTON, KY.

Commission Agents For
Fulton, Fulton County
and Obion County in
Tennessee.

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING

COMPANY

Home Office: Ashland, Ky.

lieutUcky Corporation.

Get The Most
from Your Cows
Sell the CREAM and feed the SICIM MILK
to the hogs.
•

PRODUCE CLEAN, FRESH CREAM
and sell to

Armour Creameries
Listen to "QUALITY SAM" oveir Ratlio Station WKTM (Mayfield) Mondays thru Fridays.

DRIVE-IN CAFE
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Depot Street
Phone 9194

)11110
1

by tlip

"Walkie-Talkie"

J.W.C. is willed G.Y.'s pictures
and any other pretty girl that
will give them to him.
H.J. is willed a J.W. the second
to someone in Jacksonville, Miss.
R.F.H. is willed a good romatic summer with T.G.
B.G. should find him a nice
girl friend this summer such as
B. F.
B.J.C. is willed a happy •summer with B.J.G. and maybe mar-L
riage in the near future.
C.R.B. should find a new girl
friend with his father's new car.
D.T. is.willed a new ballplayer
in Chicago instead of B.R,
N.G. is willed wedding bells
with W.M. this summer.
G.E.E. is willed a Ford that
won't wreck,.
S.E. is willed a new conscience
that won't keep her from having
nightmares.
D.Y. is willed happiness in the
years to come with C.S.
S.M. is willed a house in Martin to go with the furniture S.P.
is buying.
J.W. is willed a new boy friend
All the others are wearing out.
J.W. is willed D.J. as a new
boy friend.
J.V. is willed some height so
his girl friend won't seem so tall.
S.S. is willed a new boy friend
so B.M. will get jealous.
B.Y. is willed G.S. for good
and B.Y. quit your flirting.
J.F. is willed a job after school
to keep her from fighting with
T.M.
A.M. is willed B.B. He looks
lonesome.
N.W. is willed J.T. since J.H.
will be here no longer.
B.G.B. wills her flirting of
sophomore year to P.M. oncoming sophomore.
B.M. wills his bad grades to
H.W. of the oncoming sophomore class.
A.C. is willed good luck in a
certain business in east Fulton.
B.B.B. is willed a lanky boy
such as L.M.
A.M. is willed a girl in college
to take the place of A.L.
L.N. gave C.R. the beginning
of a household of furniture so
therefore there must be v.-edding
bells in the air.
Mr. J. is willed personally as
tough a summer as I had a winter and all the writings of the
Constitiltion, poetry learning
and opportunity hours he can
stand.

line from Big Sandy, Tenn.
Barbara June McClaine spent
several days last week with Mr.
and Mrs. Loyd Roberts, her
grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Buck are
visiting in Montgomery, Ala.,
bama with Mrs. Buck's sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Eshemel Byrse
are visiting in Alabama and
Florida with old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Glisson and
spent
family of Crutchfield
. and
Sunday with his parents, Mr.
Mrs. Eli Glisson.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Yates
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Bushart Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Yates is
home visiting Mr and Mrs. Kalop Yates at Pilot Oak.

FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.
Raymond Clark of Palmersville was a dinner guest of his
sister, Mrs. Joyce Cruce Wednesday.
Jamie Wade and several of his
friends went to Gilbertsville
Dam fishing Tuesday.
Hoyt Griffin and Glenn, Bobby Polsgrove and
Raymond
Clark went fishing Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Elchin and
Mrs. Virginia Beadly, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Rogers and Billie of
Memphis spent Sunday with Mrs.
Elchin's and Mrs. Rogers' sister
Mrs. O. G. Clark and family.
Mrs. Hugh D. Adkins' father

of Washington spent a few days
last week with her.
Mrs. Luther Pannell is spending a few days in Plymouth,
Mich., with his brother and family, Mr. and Mrs. George Brockwell and Darrell.
Robert Wade visited Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Cruce Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Eston visited Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cruce Saturday night.
Homer Croce of Lansing, Mich,
is spending a few days with icis
brother, Les Cruce.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Croce were Mr. and Mrs.
Will D. Cruce and Larry, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Cruce and sons, Eston Cruce, John Smith and Mr.
Mrs. Junior Cruce.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Stireets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOKLPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Two members of the present
U.S. Supreme Court are Kentuckians.
The Indian population of the
State of Oklahoma in 1940 v.-as
69,125.
The total Indian population of
the U.S. in 1940 was 333,969.

If
Lik
J

Bottled Gas
dowtkaitgint.i. 14KP
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Accurate
WORKM.ANSHIP
At Low Cost

you'Uo hod a
DEMONSTRATION of duo
now, fatty automatic...

Watches, °locks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

T2PPEIN

ANDREWS
Jewel Com
Welcome!Comeseees
without obligation
"IWO BOTTLE INSTALLATION, installed
(Includes Gas, and Stand)

8 27.50

RANGES PRICED from

e Handle
Only

TAYLOR'S

1

Dependable,
Good Quality
109 CHURCH ST.
FULTON
PHONE 183

119.00
Call or Write

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY OF FULTON
FULTON. KY.

PHONE 960

- With each Range Sale.

•

What's so fair
on a day in June

RA

OPPO

PILOT OAK
A nice crowd of ladies gathered at
Violet Bushart's home
Thurschay afternoon June 2 lira i_.-taril2y party. Those present
were Mesdames Bessie Glisson,
Rosella Webb, Cora Roberts,
Louise Olive, Nell Gossum, Margarette Carr, Ophelia Cardwell,
Emma Grissom, Evelyn Yates,
Evelyn Melton, Wanda Bowden,
Elmer Work, Mary Work, Sue
Edwards, Virginia Owen, and
mother, Mrs. Sonnifield , Lela
Bushart, Misses June McClaine,
Jane Owen, Sue Owen, Caroline
Work, little Beckie Bushart,
Donna Olive, Terry Work, Rickie
Bowden, Jerry and Larry Gossum. Terry Olive and Gale Bushart and Lanna Kelton.
Louise Glisson spent the past
week with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Eli Glisson and with
other relatives.
Frierids and relatives gathered
at Loyd Roberts home Sunday,
June 5 and celebrated his 60th
birthday. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Homer McClaine,
June and Gerald, Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Owen, Peggy and Caroline, Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart,
Gale and Rebecca, Mr. and Mrs.
Verdell Glisson, Donna and Myra, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Yates,
Carol and Shellea, Mr. and Mrs.
Burnice Glisson, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Webb, Mrs. Linda Lee Moore
and son, Mrs. Ellen Newton,
Ralph Neely, Mr. and Mrs Harvey, Mr. and Mrs. Marion Neely,
Mr. and Mrs. Hub Cope and
boys, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Webb
and granddaughter, little Lanna
Kelton, Mrs. Bessie Hainline and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Hain-

Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

Wtebsidewaft bras, css alustroted deodoble at ertro cost.

YOUR KEY TO GREATER VALUE

T

he day is bright and the company good.

Long ribbons of road,smooth and inviting,
spread their challenge.
Giant power purrs under a long bonnet.
Your wheels—coil springing mounted all
around—step lightly over dips and bumps.
Your foot on the throttle controls the silken
luxury of Dynaflow Drivet—surging,slowing, even halting completely with never a
need for clutch work or lever shifting.
Is the breeze a bit strong? A finger-touch
runs up the door windows.
Is the seat just right? Another control corrects it as easily.
iStandard on

So you're free. Free to make the most of
fair days and pleasant companions. Free
to take it easy, find adventure in thrilling
pace or the solid content in loaf-along gait.
Free to have fun!
So what's keeping you out of a Buick Convertible? Is it price? Is it delivery? Or
is it just not looking into such things?
Correct the last—by seeing your Buick
dealer —and you'll find demonstration
yours for the asking, the price easier to
manage than you thought and deliveries
so prompt you'll quickly get an order in.

...fetsAgL"'"
•

egt

Sak-tehooth DYNAFLOW DRIVE* • FULL-VIEW VISION from enlarged
Ulan area • SWING-EASY DOORS and easy access • "UVING SPACE"
INTERIORS with Deep-Crodle cusheons • Suoyant•riding QUADRuEux con
SPRINGING • Lively FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT POWER with SELF-SETTING
VALVE LIFTERS plus HI-POISED ENGINE MOUNTINGS • Crviser-Lin• YHVH.
PORTS • Low-pressure tires on SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • DUREX BEARINGS,
wain and cennocting rods • BODY SY ROM
•Srandard on

ROADMASTER. ootronal

Tune On

sena Cos, OR SUPER 00,41,

HENRY J. TAYLOR. A•C Nettront.
slyer, Monday nnensAtt

•

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Gardner's Studio

Fulton, Kentucky
•

•

Fulton

WHEN

BETTER

s • •

i

S1

SUPEP modds.

BUICK alone
has all these &attires

Make an Appoint Today.

212 Commercial
Phone 693

ROADMASTER, optfonal at extra cos,

Does a cloud show? In seconds you can
swing up a snug top if it's needed.

AUTOMOBILES

ARE

BUILT

BUICK

WILL

BUILD

THEM

"F
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ALWAYS A
FRIENDLY WELCOME

.
By Alice Coleman
9•004444190.4.4.+4•++.1.-:-.-e-i-c-etr

Try Our Daily Dinner
and Luncheon Specials.
LPEL
era!
ibalmer

ASSN.

.
RUSHTON'S CAFE L1,1, eu Iv,: to
if You Would
Like an estimate
Just call 905.

ARMSTRONG TILE
For Striking Floors
Because Einotile is set a block
at a time, almost any design
is possible. Linotile's rich
harmonious colors, swirl grain
marbelizing, resistance to indentation
make
effective
floors.

5

MCDADE FURNITURE CO.

$ 27.50
119.00

ULTON

AOC Network.
Wet

212 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 905

2seer, &WM

PIT BAR-B-Q
THICK CHOCOLATE MILK SHAKES
DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS
CONEY ISLAND HOT DOGS
Good
Parking Space

Curb
Service

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

OPPOsITE OK I.11 MIRY

Roundhouse
Round-Up

RAY HUNTER, Owner

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

zze4/4 ?woe
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

Originated in 1937
On May 28, 1949 at 3 p.m. wc•
lost one of the oldest employi.q,,
and one that was liked by all
MIARY NELL PAGE
both white and colored. 'Babywith only a thorne in her toe.
Cornell Sisson and Maude Sisas he is known to all his fellow
We welcome Linda
Moore
son
spent
Sunday
with Mr. and back to Siegle City.
employees had 30 years of faithMrs.
Henry
Austin
and famiity
ful service credited to his name
Millie Gray and Olene MeDan-and he will be missed more than near Palmersville.
iels were in Louisville Welles- .
Mr. a d Mrs. Frank Midyett
we can say. He was to leave at I
day and Thursday of last week.
3 p.m. Saturday so during lunch and little Stevie Dyer spent Sun- , Mrs. Ted Gardner
honored her .
hour I went down to Little's ' day afternoon with the latter's daughter, Martha
Hudson, with
Clothing Store with a sack of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover a delicious birthday
dinner Sunmoney giv,,,en MEI by "Baby's" Adams of Murray.
day. Those present were little '
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry and
many friends id get a little goodJoe Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. Ra)bye gitt. At 2:30 p.m. the boss family visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy mond Killebrew
Billy and Odell
was having a safety meeting so Williams in Hickman Sunday af- Killebrew and Ted
Gardner.
we asked if we might give him ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson
a little gift when Mr. Matlock
Mrs. Hester Pirtle and Sue and family enjoyed a fish
supgot through with his safety meet- spent Sunday in Water Valley per at Gilbertsvil
le Sunday.
ing and the little gift was given with Mrs. John Latta and famito our friend. The gift was one of ly.
"T" SECTION
the best suits in Little's and a
Mr. and Mrs.•Turney Davie of
Carrye Lee Etheridge
shirt and tie. When he opened. it Hickman spent Sunday with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henderson
everyone was rewarded that took and Mrs. Pressie Moore and fam- spent the
weekehd with her parpart in getting it for him as you ily.
ents, Mr. and Mrs., Franlc Gilbert.
could tell he was pleased and
Mr. and Mrs. Otis LeCornu
Jimmie Lee Gilbert spent the
proud of it. If you have not visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hunter weekend
with his parents, Mr.
guessed by now who this well Sunday afternoon.
and Mrs. Frank Gilbert.
liked man is I will tell you. It
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates visEmma Lee Tarver missed sevis none other than Charlie M. ited the former's mother, Mrs. eral days
work because of the
Oliver who lives at 801 Tennes- Ancie Yates Sunday afternoon.
illness of her mother, Mrs. W. H.
see street and to whom we say
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Haman Perry.
good luck and best wishes and arid daughter were in Mayfield
Runelta Hopkins celebrated
always remember we miss you shopping Saturday afternoon.
her brithday June 2nd.
but I will miss you the most.
Mary Nell Page spent Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence PineCharlie saved me several steps night with Mrs. Tom White.
gar visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie
W.
H.
Taylor,
a
student
of
Harwood at Latham, Sunday afand I certainly did appreciate it.,
Memphis State College, is visit- ternoon.
ing relatives in Fulton.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
Mr. and Mrs. EJlis Ruddle spent Sunday with Mr. and
GRUNDY GUILL
Mrs.
Services were held at Bayou: spent the weekend with the Ernest Sullivan and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cannon
de Chein at 2 p.m. Tuesday for former's father, J. E. Ruddle of
spent Sunday in Covington, Tenn.
Grundy Guill, who died at his Farmington, Ky.
visiting Mr. and MrS. Wilson
home near Water Valley at 2:45
"B" SECTION
Cannon.
Sunday afternoon after an illness
Martha Luther
Jackie Whitlock had an acciof five weeks. The Rev. H. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Alexander, dent at the lake Sunday.,
Douglas of Milan, Tenn., officiatJr.,
and
Lan*. Cheryl, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Austin and
ed. Burial. under direction
of
Mrs. Fannie Austin spent the
, Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
supper
guests
of Mr. and Mrs. weekend with Mr. and Mrs. L.B.
of Dukedom, Tenn., was in Camp
Monroe
Wilkerson
Saturday Austin and little daughter in St.
Beauregard. He was 73.
night.
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. J C. Orrell of
Mr. Guill leaves his wife; four
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett and
sons, Boyd Guill of New York Chattanooga
were
Saturday daughter, Odell, Mr. and
Mrs. J.
City, Bert Guilt of Kansas City, night guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. McAlister,
Mr. and Mrs. DewMo.. Boone Guill of Fulton, and Bruce Crawford.
ey Chapman and Wanda Sue of
Barber Guilt of Wingo; two dauMrs. Louise Tibbs of Memphis Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
ghters, Mrs. Clyde Bearden of . and Mr. and Mrs. James Veatch Puckett
of Detroit and Miss RuCorpus Christi, Texas, and Mrs. and Brenda were Sunday guests nelta
Hopkins and Glenn PuckWayne Lawrence of Wingo; a of Mr. and Mrs. Pearcy Veatch ett spent
Sunday at Kentucky
brother, Sam Guilt of Paducah: and Max.
Lake.
and four sisters, Mrs. Effie Clark
Mrs. Dorothy Alderdice and
Raymond, we always though
of Crutchfield, Mrs. Ola Wig- son spent Sunday with Olene Mc- when
a boy passed the age of 21
gins of Bardwell Mrs. Etta Col- Daniel and Millie Gray.
he didn't have to have someone
Mr. and Mrs. Al,•ery McIntyre to hold
ley of Water Valley and Mrs.
his hand in the barber
Cora Phillips of Pearl Harbor, and family were Sunday guests shop.
Hawaii.
Mr.
of
and Mrs. James McFerran.
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe has re' Imogene Johnson and Dorothy turned from
the Chicago marHood spent Saturday afternoon ket.
in Union City shopping.
Vaunuta Brooks and Jolene
Sills spent Sunday at Reelfoot
Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Maxwell
and children spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Meadows and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Purscell
and son and little Linda Barbara
of Chicago arrived Monday for
a visit with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Killebrew and
..1.14170
1
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Purscell.
Patsy Brook and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Hogg were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harrison
and family.
Frances McAlister went fishing Sunday and caught a goat.
(Ripley).
ert.r.N
We learned today about Ruby
Wilkerson swinging on a grapevine while fishing this weekend
and the
vine
breaking
and
throwing her into the water but
luckily she landed on her feat

"SPACESAVER" ELECTRIC RANGE olimb

Sold and Guaranteed

4PHILCO

4CIAMP)

C;)

Features
Delux
e
.. vitt
including "Viood-Lite"
lamp, kutornatic Oven
& Electric CO
Cost!
Extr
a
No
At

179"

$19995 vatue

N011a SAVES20

porcelain
Snowy-white
illumisensational value!
to
enough
•A
stands high
Timer
"Flood-Lite" Lamp
Automatic Oven
pans!
off
itself
tallest
shuts
nate inside of temperature, then
away1).Sparcorrect
you're
holds
when
connects
done (even Electric Clock
when food is
handy,
-white
-and
a
you
chrome
gives
kling
wind!
Timer, also
to
have
Oven
up with
you never
space
clock
Arnerica's finest
reliable kitchen
value" on
"bonus
A $20.00
range?
saving electric

Q

It Pays To Advertise In The News!
IF IT'S NEW—DOTTY HAS IT! Bffings

SPECIAL!
Friday-Saturday Only
miammispr
SPECIAL PURCHASE
LADIES'

SLIPS

• ALL COLORS
• MULTI FILAMENT CREPE
• 4 GORE

$3.98 Values for Only

99
DOTTY'S SPECIAL

PANTIES
Lace trimmed and tailored ... all elastic boa
and leg ... tricot jersey in all luscious colors-$1.00 value .
terrific bargain!
White
Orchid
Nile Green
Sizes 5-6-7

Combinin.
.g Debts'
All

1

One -

Saves Cash Eachltionth

"SPACESAVER"
Gives You...
BIG-RANGE COOKING IN
LESS THAN 2 FEET SQUARE!
•
•

Huge 4800 cu. in. oven
holds a complete meal, or
30-lb. turkey.

*

3 Full Size Super-Speed Surface Units.

*

Big 6-gt. capacity Deep Well
Cooker (5 speeds!).

*

Fast Double-Duty &oiler.

*

Top-Ouality Construction
of Highest-Priced Ranges.

OFFER LIMITED .. HURRY!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
2 Stores:— 324 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201

Dotect4

51 Gauge--15 Denier

NYLONS
All New Shades and Sizes!:

Trying-to pay something on
.
f bills,
each of a number o
each month, is like keeping
the plates in one cupboard,
0:00.1ri•
the cups in another, the
4.
saucers somewhere else and
and
so on. Much better .
more convenient . . . to
have thorn all in one place. So it is w• ith your debts. The
small monthly payments on a friendly cash loan, to pay them
in full, will save you considerable cash and bother each
month. Why not phone or come in and see exactly how much
it will save you?
.Longer
fresle wag meat 20-mood .fitelietroteat
terms mean lower payments for you This plan is now avail.
able on most types of loans.

laevskae, FINANCE CORPORATION OF 0
NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE STORE
FULTON 311 WALNUT ST. PHONE 12,52

/3C
8
Pair
Friday and Saturday only — slight irregulars et a national"
famous brand. These are a regular $1.69 value. A true hamming'
at this sensationally low price!

ghor
INC.

SEE OUR WINDOWS
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Fulton, Kentucky
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Cor.
Mrs. B. G, Lowry,
Swann ,
lph
Mr_ and Mrs. Rudo guests of
night
were Wednesday
Olive.
Mr. and 1Mrs. Jack
Gossum amt
Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
with Mr. anti
Eirsys spent Sunday
Burnal Lowry.
d in
,
shopitk.
_Mrs. Lela Busliart
*Mon Saturday.
y and
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowr
supper
were
lifornie Allen
Mrs.
Mr. 'and
of
1...amits
evening.
Jahn Yates Tuesday
Lowry
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Hickman
airrierd relatives in
lhanday.
ped irt
Mrs. John Yates shop
ire John
• Mayfield Thursday. Esqu
court.
ifutes attended fiscal
Allene Lowry and Jimthe Boy
'Walt Allen attended
on Thursiiirctut Parade in Fult

soon
our building, folks. Pretty
We have lost our lease on
possibly take
leave it, and we can't
we are going to have to
.... the
that we now have on hand
much of the stock with us
would be
ng it, getting it scarred up,
cost of moving it, handli
solutionefore faced with the only
prohibitive. We are ther
IT.
mark it down'and SELL

ed in
Mrs_ John Bowden visit
Elialcadom Monday.
d
Ifilaeryone is invited to atten
at Welch
air. Way _Friday evening
Home-sesi.iol when the Pilot Oak
Daze
assisiers present the "Last
up at
istSebool." Curtain will go
4..oklock.
Mrs. Margaret Carr
ay
Mfrs Ruth Crittendon Mond
fernaon.
Mr.
-Tonna Floyd, daughter of
Hershell Floyd, has
:MA Mrs..
r-Ga
lawn admitted to the Fulle
llectomy.
llium Hospital for a tonsi
and
Airs. Mattie Melton, Mr.
ield
Mrs_ Ernest Travis of Mayf
Melwere guests of Mrs. Powell
tos.i, Sunday afternoon.
Iter. and Mrs. Andrew Williams
Rich,Viited with Mr. and Mrs.
ng.
-a -el Lowry Tuesday eveni

have to move out
Our days are ntunbered, and we will
right off the reel with
a large stock quickly, so we are starting
most cases will be right
drastic, slashing markdowns which in
below cost.
around our cost and in some ca.ses
calmot accept tradeOur prices are for cash only, and we
ins, make exchanges or refunds.

t.
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Bedroom Bargains
ghtish; (bed-chest-vanity) (sli 95
3-piece suite; maple-fin
$69.
to
d
uce
red
.95
ly damaged). Reg. $139
.95,
sh (poster bed) reg. $144 95
3-piece suite, walnut fini
$99.
reduced to
95
bed; reg. $24.95 now $19.
Jenny Lind wood double
$10.00
; reg. $13.95 now
Simmons metal double bed
5
reg. $10.50, reduced to $8.9
Other metal double beds,
finish ; reg.$27.50 now $20.45
3-4 size poster bed; walnut
finish, reg. $16.50 now $12.50
3-4 size poster bed; walnut
reg. $12.95 reduced to $9.95
Simmons metal single bed;
reg. $17.50 reduced to $14.50
Simmons metal single bed,
50
spring; reg. $17.50 now $14.
3-1 size rollaway bed, coil
95)
$13.
now
95
$16.
reg.
ve
(Felt mattress to match abo
ticking, reg. $15.95 real
3-4 size felt mattress, flor
$12.95
duced to
ticking, reg. $17.50 reFull-size felt mattress, floral
$14.49
duced to ____
felt mattress; reg. $24.95,
Full-size "Sleeping Beauty"
_ $19.95
reduced o
felt mattress; reg. $29.59
Full size Sealy "Air-Lite"
$23.95
reduced to
mattress, reg. $39.50
2-4 size Franklin innerspring
$31.95
reduced to
mattress; reg. $41.75, re3-4 size Serta innerspring
$33.45
duced to
mattress; reg. $24.95, reFull size Daisy innerspring
$19.95
duced to _
ss, reg. $29.95, now $23.95
Full-size innerspring mattre
.50 reduced to ____$39.50
Full-size box spring reg. $4,9

News About
Our Colored Friends
by
MATILDA ALLEN
Miss Betty Jean Latta of Mar
rilZ visited her grandmother, Mrs
_Wier Mayo Monday.
&qrs. Esta Lee Pirtle, the daupter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pirmarried to John Wisley
Pkvrger Sunday afternoon at five
witelock at Corinth, Miss. At presthe
:sat they are residing with
"irides parents.
-fames Lewis McGowian who
uette
ilk attending school at Marq
:11ffilwassity in -Milwaukee, Wis.,
afarlhoomed to his studies Friday
• Bus at short visit with his wife
.jhet fanuly.
Paul Develport and son
Yipsilanti, Mich., have arrived
vi.sit with her parents, Mr.
lbs. Loyal Landers.
at
Yienth Day was ob4erved
,
rise Free Will Baptist Clurch last
SanaRry.
A Mangle drama "The Old Ship
St.
.10Tian- will be presented at
,
And AME church Sunday night
Mane 12th at 8 p.m.
1
'The foreign-born white popu
9,11,41
was
U.S.
the
Maims of
ila 1949.

r
eie
d
WHY BEi
Tkores Se Alai
rimer, Miss,*

(4°7-4̀
A shouted warning,• whis.
pered remark, • h•If.heard
direction! Of course, you're
not "dear'-but isn't there •
e; f lot you're missing?
:i
You can do something
shout your hearing loss right
if
now-before total deafness
creeps up on you. Many
thousands, reeiring that •
•11
\Person seldom sets deaf
at once. hese turned to Beltone for relief and htwe been
grateful ever since. For
Beltoneh•s been helpful,
not only in mild cries
of heering loss, but in
nusst eeeeee cases too.
Trained consultsnts
lar needs
ems rke Beltone to YOUR particu
or severe. And remern•
weltmeser they're mildNEED
SHOW IN THE
leer "ii0 BUTTON
Pad

FREE BOOK

;ii
ni4OEPiC7:2e
doing tor the hard of
hearing. Let us send you
our free booklet full of
interesting facts. It's absolutely free. All you have
to do is out the coupon
•nd send it in. Do it now!

Yo
sta
Pal

Living Room Close-Outs

89.95 reduced to $49.95
Studio divan, wine mohair, reg. 9'5, reduced to $69.95
$79.
Studio divan, blue velour, reg. bed); reg $179.95, re2-piece set (divan converts into
$149.95
duced to ____
$119.95
d
uce
red
.95,
$199
2-piece set, blue cord fabric, reg. ur; reg. $239.95 revelo
rd
3-piece set, wine Jacqua
$179.95
duced to
eg5.
r.9
i39
)
s
bed
.
to
ts
ver
con
2-piece set, wine velour (divan
$159.95, reduced to
r, choice of 4 colors:
Platform rockers, plastic cove reduced to
$29.95
Ch5sed-arm models, reg. $:34.95, uced to __ $24.95
red
Open-arm models, rek. $29.95,
$44.50 now $34.95
reg.
ur,
velo
e
win
er,
rock
rm
tfo
Pla
reg. $39.95, now $29.95
Platfoi.m rocker, wine velour,
cushion, wine velour,
Occasional chair, spring back and 5 reduced to $47.95.
59.9
overstuffed, with ottoman, reg.
barrel-back reg. $31.50,
Occasional chair, blue tapestry,
$25.20
reduced to
$9.95
to
d
uce
red
Upholstered rockers, reg $14.95,
50 PERCENT!
YOU SAVE FROM 20 PERCENT TO
kneehole desk:
gn
7-drawer beautiful waterfall desi
$29.95
regular $86.95 reduced to
$27.50
reg.
ves desk,
Modernistic 2-drawer and open shel $27.50. Save $9.95 •
matching chair, reg. $9.95 Both for reg. $47.50 re7-drawer rope-edge kneehole desk;
$29.95
duced to
$29.95
now
50,
$37.
4-shelf book case; glass doors, reg.

Dining Room Specials

Record Reductions

and buffet); walnut fin8-Piece suite (6 chairs, table to
$135.50
d
uce
red
ish. Regular $169.95;
buffet); walnut finish ;
6-piece suite (4 chairs, table,
$69.50
Regular $99.50 reduced to
metal, chrome trim, reg.
5-piece dinette; Arvin all
$59.95
$64.95 reduced to
wood set, upholstered
5-piece dinette: white enamel
$19.95
chairs, reg. $29.95 reduced to
, reg. $59.95, now $29.95
5-piece dinette: enameled oak
id mica-top table, reg.
5-piece dinette: all-mgtal, inla
-price, this is a real
half
$84.95, reduced to $42.95 (At
hal gain).

1 record for 63c
Buy 1 record for 79c I Buy
record for 36c
1
Get
Get 1 record for 39c

BOTH FOR $1.18

BOTH FOR 99(

uced To Half-Price.
Twelre-Inch Classical Albums Red Records, 1-3 Off.
ch
10-in
,
Pops and Classical Albums
While They Last!
will
our regular record customers, we
(Note: for the convenience ofHIT TUNES ... and they will be offered
continue to stock the LATEST
at the above prices).

No Refunds,
All Sales, Cash Only. No Trade-ins.
.
ges
han
No Exc

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
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MONO-PAC
ONE-UNIT NEARING AID

FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
rtlIzaH us your battery orders
We pay postage

-

2. Forever and Ever

O. A. Roland

3. Again

2031 Jefferson
Mow 4946 '
Paducah, Ky.
,;-11 BOCK

.
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MAR COUPON

Beltone Hearing Serv ce
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
t
ramble FREE Bookle
I Mrs. need me
AND HOW re*
esk.,,t DEAFNESS
OVUICOME IT.

r

KY •••
ker ••• FULTON
Se
ardiale. C
,
zt.1(2
SI9- 3`15 WALNUT ST •••S

e
24-Hour Radio Repair Servic

I

Asid_ress
Tows,

State

1. Riders In The Sky

4. -Cruising Down
The River
5. "A" You're
Adorable

6. Some Enchanted
Evening
7. Careless Hands
8. I Don't See Me In
Your Eyes Anymore

-0
4

'9. Bali Ha'i
10. A Wonderful Guy

boon
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CITY OF
business in Dukedom and his
March of Dimes In
bride is of same section, both of
FULTON AND FULTON COU1VTY
Bro. Wilson of Union City
whom are held in high esteem Record Breaking Goal
PROCLAMATION
preached at the Church of Christ
by their many friends. After a
Designating the Month of June, 1949 as "Dairy Month" in
Sunday morning.
In 1949 March of Dimes '
hone4moon in St. Louis they will
FULTON COUNTY
Bro. Hamblin preached at the
Kentucky reached an all time
be at home to friends.
Baptist Church Sunday morning
WHE,REAS, the processing and distribution of milk is one of
Mrs .Buton Lassiter is con- high by raising $281,970.67 which
and evening.
the leading industries of Fulton County, and
valescing from a seige of illness is 17 'percent better than any
Miss Arlene Meachem, daughWHEREAS, Fulton is fortunate in being able to obtain its
and is able to be up a portion of previous year or approximately
For Protection Agailtst:
ter of Bruce Meachem, who has
supply of pure, wholesome, fresh milk daily from farms within
10 cents for every person in Kentime.
easy access of the city, and
been living with her aunt, Mrs.
tucky.
Miss Nora Mae Lintz and Mr.
BUGS ... BEETLES .. GARDEN PESTS
Wayne Parham in St. Louis is
WHEREAS, it is extremely important that all of our citizens
In Fulton County, 3,1r. Elbert
Billie McCollum were united in
visiting her father and brother,
maintain healthy bodies in order that they may exert every efand
Johns
LIVESTOCK
many
LICE AND FLIES ... HOUSE
his
co-workers,
holy
of
bonds
wedlock the past
fort in gainful employment, thereby keeping our health probBillie, and other relatives here
lems to a minimum in our Community and Commonwealth, and
Saturday in a quiet ceremony raised a total of $2,194.75 or .1423
FLIES
AND
and at Wingo, Ky.
. . CHEWING
MOSQUITOES
with close attendants. Billie is for each person in the county.
WHEREAS, milk and milk products containing all of the esMr. and Mrs. Cody F. Boner of
AND
AND
SUCKING
SHRUB
TREE INthe
and
perconstitute
vitatnins
nearly
most
sential
minerals
in
engaged
farming
his
with
faSalem, III., spent last weekend
fect single item of diet, and
ther near here, and Nora Mae is
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
SECTS.
WHEREAS, June is the largest month of production throughemployed by Henry I. Siegel.
John M. Parrish.
out the year, thus creating a surplus milk which can best be
Both are popular among the
Miss Anna Lou Cardwell who
eliminated by an increased consumption on ,the part of all our
young group and best wishes are
We have everything from PINT-SIZE HAND'
recently under went an appencitizens.
. bestowed on the young couple
dictomy at the. Fulton Hospital
NOW THEREFORE, as Mayor of Fulton and County Judge
SPRAYERS
to 30-GAL. PRESSURE SPRAY.on the sea of matrimony.
returned to her work in Mayof Fulton County, we designate the month of June, 1949, as
a
Fa
Tractor
nd
rm
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Eddie
Lassister
Monday.
ERS.
field
"Dairy Month" in Fulton County.
Lynnville, were Sunday guests of
Mrs. Jennie Jones is hospitalEquipment Refinished
HOMER ROBERTS, County Judge
T. T. BOAZ, Mayor
— Also —
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter.
ized at the Baptist Hospital,
and Repainted.
Memphis, as a result of injuries of Mayfield spent Sunday with Mrs. Bertha Rickman Wednesday
5 PERCENT and 50 PERCENT DDT POWDER
she sustained when she fell.
Mrs. Cocanougher.Enters
her father, Lon Hastings and evening.
OR LIQUID
Mr. and Mrs. Carnie Wrather other relatives.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
International Air Race
Little Master William David O. F. Taylor were Mr. and Mrs
BODY SHOP
Long of Pierce Station spent sev- Jack Childress of Nashville, Mrs.
Kentucky's only entry in the
eral days last week with his R. M Reeves of Nunnelly, Tenn., first All:Woman International
G. C. (Slim) Overby
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul and 'Lionel Edney of Knoxville, Air Race from Montreal, Canada,
O. M. Sisson
Tenn.
Long.
to Miami, Florida, will be Mrs.
Martin
at R.R. Crossing
Highisay
visYates
Harry
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. KoepWe Will Have Baby Chicks Until July I
Greenwood Cocanougher of Lex- (Formerly
Kentucky
Cement
pel of Chicago spent the weekend ited Mr. and Mrs. Zell Singleton ington, Ky.
Block
Plant)
State Line
East
WE MAKE
Phone 4112
with his muther, Mrs. L. T. Card- Sunday.
Prominent in aviation circles
Phone 101
Casey ' and one of Kentucky's most
Jimmy Yates, Junior
well.
YOUR
Mrs. Norris Moss returned to and Marion Taylor went fishing competent women . fliers, Mrs.
OLD RADIO
her home this week after being Saturday afternoon.
Cocanougher will be sponsored
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones by the Reynolds Metals Company
SING
hospitalized at the Baptist Hos,
on
called
Rickman
Darrell
and
several
for
Memphis
in
pital
of Louisville.
LIKE NEW
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
months.
Mrs. Cocanougher is
well
Tuesday.
known in Fulton County have
Thurman Brockwell, son of
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs worked with many women's
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brockwell, rec- Beckman Vaughn were their
groups here.
ently joined the Air Corps and sons and families, Mr. and Mrs.
is stationed at San Antonio, Tex. Buster Vaughn and son and Mr.
Miss Joan McCollum has arFar a smooth ricfing whiskey,
The "Sunbeam Band" of the and Mrs. Shorty Vaughn.
Grand Stand Seat
rived home from Bethel College
of
Baptist church composed
pick up 93 proof Bond tS
and Mrs. T. C. House were in Hopkinsville to spend the
Mr.
children from three to seven,
Your radio is your grandLillardl Its congenial Kenof Mr. summer with her mother, Mrs.
guests
dinner
Sunday
the
visited Miss Anna Lou Cardwell and Mrs. Boaz House and Mrs.
stand seat at the baseball
C.C. McCollum on Walnut street.
tucky goodness is mighty
park. Don't let faulty recepduring her recent illness. They
Gardner, other guests were Mr.
runthe
tion get in the way of
easy to take. It's been a
were chaperoned by Mrs. Myrtle and Mrs. Connie Stroup and boys
by-run account. While the
Rowland and Miss Mary Ann of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe I
favorite with companionpreliminaries are still under
PRICE
TAG
ON
A
Sunbeam presented
able men for over 80 years!
way, let CITY ELECTRIC put Babbs. Each
Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
your radio in • rim for the I Miss Carldwell with individual Wray.
gifts. Those participating were
rest of the season.
A large crowd attended the
Peggy Wilhaucks, Barbara Ann
"Uniformly Fine
Honest Diagnosis.
OF LOVELINESS!
Mason, Glenda Hastings, Mary children's program at Bethlehem
Since 1869"
Sunday.
chur:h
Joel' and Noel Arant,
Rita
Alma Jean and Judy Green, Ann
and Harold Brockwell, Janice
AUSTIN SPRINGS
Kay and Margar..1 Nell Barber.
1\r1r. ard Mrs. Haron Copeland
And Tire Company '
"Earle West Day" will be ob- of Osceloa. Ind., are announcing
WW1
,•rved at the Church of Christ
arrival of a fine young miss,
205 Commercial Ave. !los Sunday. Bro. West of Nash- the
4111111.111.31111.1111
born in a local hospital a few
ville will deliver the morning clays ago. The little lady weighed
proceeded
be
will
which
.'erinon
10 1-2 lbs. and answers the name
by dinner on the grounds and of Wanda Sue.
4VMM
•.
1111glip
Mrs. Fred McCoy, Jr., is re-1
preaching and singing in the afAtitt KENTUCKY 'moo
ternoon. The public is cordially covering from an operation at •
Exchange
Furniture
WHISKEY
Haws Hospital the past week, afinvited to attend.
—A BLEND
ter being admitted for treatment
Company
for several days. May she soon
207 Church St.
Phone 35
DUKEDOM RT. 2
NATIONAL DISTILLEFtS PRODUCTS COFtP , NEW YORK, N. Y.
65% GPAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
be restored to health is the wish I
Mrs. Joyce Taylor, Cor.
i
of .many friends.
Mesdames Tennie House and
Mesdames Earl Mitchell and
Wilma Williams were in Fulton
children, Don and Jud , Paducah
Friday.
and
Cunnm am
Eric
Mrs. Pearl Cooley, Lee and and
Ed, of Dresden, have reBilly Johnson of Fulton visited George
home after a week here
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. turned
with parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
O. F. Taylor Thursday night.
•
Mesdames Rube Stanfield, Eva- Frields.
Mr. Fred Farmer and Mrs. Myline Yates, Virginia Owen and
marHastings were quiet
girls attended a Stanley party rtle
a few days ago, ending a
Thursday evening given at the ried
THE APPOINTMENT OF
most ardent courtship. Mr. Farmhome of Mrs. Neal Bushart
merchantile
in
engaged
is
er
KilleWilliam
Mr. and Mrs.
brew and Patsy of Fulton called
O.S. Peloesm-Ps•••1
on Mr. and Mrs. Trernon RickCHICKS
man Sunday evening.
Omsk toned ea
Mrs. Ruth Vaughn was sick isys.
Rhea Mai
one day last week and was un- &NM& ocrekienc
we far
able to go to Fulton to work.
Mrs. Clara Braton and Mrs. "W• M.
ICICKTUCILT MAMMY. AA
IMMO
Mary Belle Rhodes and children D.
D.OM%IN& 4111W. aclo et. LesnisinsAIP.
of Water Valley were visitors of

McCONNELL. TENN.

SPRAY

AUTO BODY WORK
AND PAINTING

1

OVERBY AND SISSON

FULTON HATCHERY

ol) COMPAlliati!

Roomful

19.95
69.95
i, re49.95
19.95
re79.95
reg.
39.95

lors:
29.95
>24.95
34.95
$29.95

?lour,
47.95.
:31.50,
$25.20
$9.95
ENT!
desk:
$29.95
$27.50
$9.95
re$29.95
$29.95

CITY ELECTRIC
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CONSTRUCTION FEATURES THAT MAKE FOUR-WAY "TOPS" IN
THE METAL AWNING FIELD

,r 63c
r 36c

?9`
-Price.
-3 Off.
we will
e offered

.
FOZY
141
.14 401
c:
vd.qi?

2dor BITTER
OT SWEET!

5 Reasons why

( au.sT WONT!

YOU should own an

mds,

ALL-CROP Harvester
1. Be ready the slay your crop is ready. -

WE

before
2. If a storm strikes, save down, lodged grab§
It is lost.
threshing.
& There's no lanais., sweaty shocking or
4. Lew first sost ond low operation cost with your
regular form teecter.

AMERICA'S
CHOICEST
PILSNER

ichanted

'moo.

As Authorized Dealer For

FOUR-WAY VENTILATED METAL AWNINGS

at

'

t Amp rwAr
aiR4 momird

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

Four-Way Ventilated Metal Awnings are
constructed to eliminate sagging and flap. ping.

-1

There are no nuts and bolts to loosen up,
which means they can't rattle. Construction is by rititing and spot weld process.

2

I Once installed, Four-Way Ventilated Met"' al Awnings cat: be painted as desired without dismounting.

A Four-Way Ventilated Awnings are custom
built to meet your particular needs.

crops thet pay best — the All-Crop handle*
ever 100 different grains, seeds and beano.

I. Grow

5

They are made of aluminum or sheet metal.

6

Will give a lifetime of economical protection.

7 Four-Way Ventilated Awnings embody
scientific cooling principles. The exclusive
features car:w the hot air off and out from
your window and allow the cool air to come in-

2

Four-Way exclusive construction makes
u this ventilated awning light in weight, at
the same time giving additional strength and
durability.

Rip Proof — Rot Proof — Rain Proof — Fire Proof

Sterling
"""""

Hands

rpLus•cmaLraiRs)

"See Me In
'es Anymore
•i

ierful Guy

The All-Crop harvester gives you bone hanest — lets
you control your crop in your own way, without waiting.
For more information
stop in and see us.

/
SALES AND SERVICE.
16

15

ALL-GRAIN

Worlins innvers, Inc., &entwine, lea

WATER VALLEY GARAGE & IMP. CO
Highway 45

Water Valley, Ky.

Phone 12

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Phone 502

General Sheet Metal Works—Hettling—Roofing—Ventilating
Main and Olive St.
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Railroaders Play Ball And
Rise In First Division

Friday, June 10, 1949
out at the Faillgrounds each
Sunday at 2:15 and the public is
invited to attend either as spectators or as active participants.
Cornell Johnson and 0.M. Mc- Shooters may either furnish their
Pherson tied for top score, and
own ammunition or purchase it
Dr. Ward Bushart shot third at
on the grounds.
the Fulton Trap Club's shoot last
Sunday at the club range, Fair- KITTY
LEAGUE STANDINGS
grounds.
(Including Wednesday night)
At a recent meeting of the Team
W L Pet.
club, Bob White was elected Owensboro
27 8 .771
president and Bill McDade, sec- Union City
24 11 .686
retary. A season of activity is FULTON
19 17 .528
being planned, although current Cairo
19 17 .528
interest is lagging, probably HopkinsviHe
17 17 .500
due to the current warm weath- Madisonville
15 19 .441
er.
Mayfield
13 22 .371
At its next meeting, the Club Clarksville
6 28 .176
will consider the possibility of
Games Coming Up:
new site for its range ... both to At OWensboro, June 9, 10.
attract more attention and to At Clarksville, June 11, 12.
stimulate more interest.
Mayfield, (here) June 13, 14.
The Club holds weekly shoots Madisonville, (here) June 15, 16.

Johnson, McPherson
LOCAL GOLFERS VIE , Tie
In Trap Shoot
IN PADUCAH SUNDAY

PLEDGE MEMBERSHIP
Fulton Country Club Pledge

The Fulton CouOry Club golf
I team will go to Paducah Sunday
for a four city meet with golfers from Mayfield, Princeton and
Tuesday night they hopped on
'The Fulton Railroaders are
definite building arrangements are made to build the clubPaxton Park..
'currently embarked on a three Clarksville's ace Tommy Hines
house..
Summer has brought out the
aline winning streak which has for a 5 to 3 win in a well played
largest crowds of recent years to
lilted them into a tie for third game. Harley Grossman recorded
NAME
swarm the fine fairways of the
teaci,
the Kitty with the his sixth win against ,one loss.
The Railroaders pounded out 18
golf course. Many are taking lesiniiro Dodgers.
ADDRESS
sons from the club pro, Dick
The most noticeable improve- hits Wednesday night in a 16 to
Hughes.
ment during the Railroaders up- 6 slaughter of the last-place Colts.
PHONE
The special tennis memberaward movement has been the in- John Bohna got the decision.
.nreased efficiency of the pitching
ships offered to the young people
of Fulton have resulted in a reAaff, which, rated as good as any 27 Youths Attend
vival of interest in that sport.
in the league, had not been provcation
of
"old
wheat
farms"
wild
Conservation
Camp
1,949,
even
though wheat was The demand is so great that a
ing up to expectations. The
be
those
farms
that
have
har-ii
seeded
for
harvest
for
rain eith second court is beffig prepared
itailmaders have also tightened
Twenty-seven Fulton County vested wheat in at least one of er in
••••
1945, or 1946, provided a and should be ready for play this
Junior Conservation club me,m- the years, 1947-48, or 1949, those 1950 wheat
acreage
allotment
is weekend.
CHANGES MADE
bers are attending Camp Currie
Shortstop Thomas has been sold at Bear Creek on Kentucky Lake that had a 1942 wheat allotment requested by the producer. Such
A local business firm is planbut
failure
to
seed
wheat
for
the
i
request
must
be
submitted
in
Ilia Mayfield. and reported there near Benton.
1947 harvest cro'p was due to the I writing to the county commit- ning to donate some play ground Most Complete Stock
yesterday, the News learned at
The twenty-one boys from the owner being in the Armed Forc- tee
not later than August 15, equipment for the use of chil"rem time.
Fulton High club, three from
.3. Charley Thompson, infield- the Cayce club and three from es. or an increase in acreage of 1949. The above type farm will dren of members. Club officials
er, has reported to Fulton from the Hickman club were accom- war crops in 1947 over the 1941 ! be classified as "new wheat hope that another firm will donate a wading pool.
farms.''
Ore _Chattanooga
system.
A panied by Conservation officer acreage of such crops.
A 1950 wheat acreage allot- I
Mr. Wright further stresses
rorilcie, he is a right-handed hit- John McClintock.
ment may be established for other that this is very important to all
tee.
More than 60 small glaciers loThe camp which was establish'Will Padgett, pitcher, has also ed since the war by the state farms on which wheat was not wheat growers and urges that cated in Glacier National Park.
ddf
h
grain
all wheat farmers act accordingineported for duty from the Chat- Conservation department is in its,
Old age and survivors' insur442 Lake Street
tanooga system. He did some re- third summer of operation, th.is ' any of the years 1947, 1948, or I ly.
ance in the U•S• began in 1937.
tie( pitching. with the Chatta- year under the direction of Dub
nooga Club the latter part of Travis, regional conservation ofand season.
ficer.
_Additional changes may be in
Improvements are still being
tbr offing, the Fulton Baseball added and a formal dedication of
ft.sirociation stated yesterday.
the camp was scheduled for yes•• • •
terday.
skip defensively with a change in
On Tuesday, Vernon
Owen,
..vttchers. WillY Des Jardin was local
fisherman, lectured the
ritleased and sent to Hopkinsville campers on crappie
fishing.
atI Bob Coker came up from
Piltrexandria City, Ala., to replace
CITY RECREATION
LEAGUE STANDINGS
W L
June 2 big Junior Cunningham Team
Pct.
4;ras right for the first time this , Water Valley Gar.
1 0 1.000
1 0 1.000
neason to set the Union City VFW
WI 11
I Am. Legion
'Greyhounds down 9 to 2.
1 0 1.000
Browder
Mill
1
0
1.000
On Friday and Saturday of
' _
0 1
.000
best week the Railroaders topped Methodist
0 1
.000
tie Mayfield Clothiers by the New Yard Cafe
Baptist
0 1
.000
itientical score of 8 to 6.
S. F. Boosters
0 1
.000
Sunday afternoon they reEarned to Fairfield and yielded
Games Coming Up:
DRESS SHIRTS
TIE:S
T to 4 to OWensboro for the °gBaptist
vs Water
Valley:
ars fifteenth straight win despite
Whites
and Fance Designs
The Kind that Dad Would
Boosters
vs
NYC,
June
9.
nine-hit hurling chore by
By Arrow and Van Heusen
Pick for Himself.
Am. Legion
vs
Methodist;
`..finsoky Intindola.
Browder vs VFW June 10.
'Monday night after the John$3.65
$1.00
to $2.50
Browder vs NY'C: Am. Legion
-vie Price performance the Rail- vs. Water Valley, June 13.
tusaders rallied behind CunningBoosters vs VFW; Baptist vs.
loaint t,o overcome two home runs Methodist, June 14.
by the Oilers and nip their chain
Am. Legion vs. NYC; Boosters
Ilan in a row, by an 8 to 4 count.
V& Water Valley, June 16.

Johnny Price Night
Draws Top Crowd

pledge $100 as an equity membership to build a new clubhouse at the Country Club. This pledge is to be paid when

In VVest Kentucky

Phone 237

'50 WHEAT PLANS
NOW BEING MADE

'The best crowd of the season
- tbeteed out Monday night when
ewer a thousand fans packed
Chas. E. Wright, chairman,
-vairfi.ld to watch t-ick-artist Fulton County Agricultural ConJeannie Price go through his servation Association, announces
anCies and see th. Pailroaders today that the office is now in
.E...vao the league-leadi- -, Owens- ti-e process of setting up 1950
baillis Oilers string -of consecu- Wheat Acreage Allotments. He
also stated that the office has
tive wins at 15.
Woe, former C...leveland In- been obtaining farm history for
who several weeks. Although there
disin coach and player,
Istoke into baseball with Union! are still a few farms that have
not reported. An,y farmer planCiitv in 1935, amazed and amusedl
ning on seeding wheat this fall
the crowd with his trickery
an allotment earmilbkit included throwing and should request
a request
letting two and three baseballs ly and in no case can
accepted later than August
At the time from almost every be
possible position. He threw and 15, 1949.
In setting up these allotments,
batted balls while hanging up411iiie down from a frame at home they will be classified in to
yilate and ended his performance groups, "old wheat farms" and
"new wheat farms." The classifibe chasing fly balls in a jeep.

•

T-SHIRTS

Arrow

Stripes, Fancies,Solids

HANDKERCHIEFS

$1.95 to $3.50

Solid Whites and Color
Combinations.

35c to $1.50

HICKOK
JEWELRY _.
A Varied Assortment,
Correct for Every
Occasion.

SWIM TRUNKS

SUMMER FARM NEEDS
9-Pt. HEAVY BARB WIRE ____
939-6-11 FENCE
939-6-121,'.2 FENCE

SMART SOX
Esquire

Spool $6.95
Roll $19.00

55c to $1.00

For Smart Bathing Comfort and
Appearance
$1.95 to $3.50

Roll $13.50

Roll $22.00
1047-.6-11 FENCE
Roll $ 9.00
2158-6-191,z, FENCE
5-gallan
can
$1.55
PREMIUM MOTOR OIL,

SPORT SHIRTS
Arrow and Puritan
Short, Long Sleeve

A COMPLETE LINE OF PAINTS
BALER TWINE __
BINDER TWINE

$3.50 to

Bale $12.50

$5.95

SLACKS, Pleated
Rayon or All-Wool
Tropical; Sizes 28 to 42
SLACKS, Plain

50-1b. Bale $11.00

Sizes 28 to 50

$7.50 to $15.00
We Stilt Have Plenty of Superphosphate
and Nitrate of Soda
OPEN FORMULA FEEDS:
Market Laying Mash
Starting and Growing Mash

cwt. $1.15
cwt. $1.65

20% Summer Dairy Feed

cwt. $3.25

40% Porkmaker

cixt. $5.10

PAJAMAS
Wilson No-Belt
Short or Full Length

$3.95 to $6.50

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

•

Fulton

Phone 399

Rabhor Wash Robes . . . and Hickok
Wallets... Hickok Belts and Suspenders

FRanglitin:S
.
*QUA'LITY SHOP*

302 tram ST. fULTOM,KY.

